Evaluation Guide – Third Year

 – اﻟﺠﺰء اﻷول2017 اﺟﺎﺑﺎت دﻟﯿﻞ اﻟﺘﻘﻮﯾﻢ ﻟﻠﺼﻒ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮي
Units 1-3
General Revision: Page 1
1-Choose the correct answer:

1- d) captured
5- c) regarded
9- c) were
13- b) letter
17- c) had had
21- a) when
25- a) a convenient

2- b) adapted
6- a) to
10- a) must
14- a) cities
18- c) she had been ill
22- d) so as to
26- b) barter

3- a) insulating
7- a) enjoy
11- a) take/ b) do
15- b) an idea
19- a) landscape
23- b) provided that
27- b) awarded

4- b) is said
8- b) provided that
12- b) breakthrough
16- d) yourself
20- a) so
24- d) forecast

2) A- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-They used pictures of the old theatre to make the new one almost identical.
2-He wrote 37 plays, the most famous of which are Hamlet, King Lear, Macbeth and Othello.
3-He performed his plays for King James I at the Globe Theatre.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-c) Latin and Greek
5-b) around the world
B- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Journalist, technical writers and fiction writers
2-Through a style of writing that includes creation of language and how a piece of work is
structured.
3-because they sell lots of books and win prizes such as the Nobel Prize for literature or have a
successful film made of their books.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4- c- school or family
5-c- writers
C- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-To have some rest and recreation and to renew their energy.
2-We could make mistakes and the quality of work might get worse. We also may end up losing the
ability to think clearly and may have no energy to go on working.
3-They can spend time in the open and do different activities like swimming and walking.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4- c- enjoyment
5-d- all people
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5-1) Translate into Arabic:
ً * اﻟﻮظﯿﻔﺔ اﻟﻄﺒﯿﻌﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﻜﻠﻲ ھﻲ إزاﻟﺔ اﻟﻔﻀﻼت ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﺠ ﺴﻢ واﻟﺘ ﻲ ﯾﻜ ﻮن ﺑﻌ ﻀﮭﺎ ﺳ
 وﻋﻨ ﺪﻣﺎ ﺗُ ﺼﺎب اﻟﻜﻠ ﻲ ﺑ ﺎﻟﺘﻠﻒ،ﺎﻣﺎ
.وﯾﺼﺎب اﻟﺠﺴﻢ ﺑﺎﻟﺘﺴﻤﻢ
ُ  ﻓﺈﻧﮭﺎ ﺗﺘﻮﻗﻒ ﻋﻦ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ،ﺑﺴﺒﺐ اﻟﻤﺮض أو ﺣﺪوث إﻧﺨﻔﺎض ﺣﺎد ﻓﻲ ﺿﻐﻂ اﻟﺪم
ً * ُﯾﻌﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﺘﻠﯿﻔﺰﯾﻮن واﺣﺪا ﻣﻦ أﻗﻞ وﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﺘﺮﻓﯿﮫ واﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت
 وھﻮ ﯾﻌﺮض ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﻣﺘﻨﻮﻋﺔ ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﺒ ﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﺘ ﻲ،ﺛﻤﻨﺎ
. ﻛﻤﺎ أﻧﮫ ﯾﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟﻄﻼب ﻋﻦ طﺮﯾﻖ ﺗﻘﺪﯾﻢ اﻟﺒﺮاﻣﺞ اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﻔﯿﺪة،ﺗﺮوق ﻟﻠﻨﺎس ﻣﻦ ﻛﻞ اﻷﻋﻤﺎر
 ﻓ ﺈن اﻟﺘﻜﺘ ﻞ، وﻋﻠﻲ ﺳﺒﯿﻞ اﻟﻤﺜ ﺎل،* ﺗﺸﮭﺪ اﻷﻟﻔﯿﺔ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺜﺔ ﺗﯿﺎرات ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻻ ﺑﺪ أن ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻹﻗﺘﺼﺎد واﻟﺘﺠﺎرة اﻟﺪوﻟﯿﺔ
 ﺣﯿ ﺚ، ﻣﺜﻞ اﻹﺗﺤﺎد اﻷورﺑ ﻲ، اﻹﻗﺘﺼﺎدي ﯾﮭﺪف إﻟﻲ ﺗﻜﻮﯾﻦ إﺗﺤﺎد إﻗﺘﺼﺎدي ﯾﺘﻌﺪي )ﯾﺘﺠﺎوز( اﻟﺤﺪود اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﺪول
 دون ﻓﺮض ﻗﯿﻮد أو رﺳﻮم ﺟﻤﺮﻛﯿﺔ، ﯾﺤﺪث ﺗﺪﻓﻖ ﻟﻠﻤﻨﺘﺠﺎت ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻹﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺔ

5-2-Translate into English:
1-The government is greatly interested in building huge factories in Sinai, Upper Egypt, and the
New Valley.
2-The government provides all possible facilities for Arab and foreign businessmen to invest their
money in Egypt.
3-My favourite hobbies are reading fiction (imaginary stories) and listening to music.
4-The noise caused (which is caused) by modern civilization has a bad effect on our health
(affects our health badly).

Part 1: Units 1-3
A) Language Functions
1-Respond to each of the following situations:
a-I am having lunch with my brother tomorrow. b-They are devices used for communication.
c-I think it's a very good idea.
d-I was studying my lessons.
2-Respond to each of the following situations:
a-I couldn't agree more.
b- I think you're right.
c-I don't agree with you. I think it's very useful. d-Oh, my God! / Good heavens!
3-Respond to each of the following situations:
a-How do you usually save energy? /What do you usually do to save energy?
b-What does 'hydroelectric' mean? / What's the meaning of 'hydroelectric'?
c-I don't think this true. The earth is a planet, not a star.
d-Click in the top right of Facebook and select 'Create Group', then follow the steps.
Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following minidialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
1-Plane
Passenger
Flight attendant
Request – Apologizing
and giving reason
Offering help – Request
2-Photographer's
Photographer
Customer
3-Bank
Client
Bank clerk
Request – Ask and
answer questions
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4-Cinema

Cinemagoer

5-Optician's
/ Optician / optometrist
Optometrist's
3-1-Choose the correct answer:
1- c) distance
2- c) side effects
5- c) liquid
6- a) fossil
9- b) be repaired
10- b) 'm meeting
13- b) is made
14- c) grow

Booking clerk
customer

3- d) gravity
7- a) alike
11- a) will enjoy
15- c) is going to
become

Ask for and give
information – request
Ask for and give
information
4- d) attend
8- c) castle
12- a) going to meet
16- b) leaves

3-2-Choose the correct answer:
1- d) leaked
2- b) Gymnastics
3- a) weightless
4- a) Doing
5- d) orbit
6- d) rocket
7- c) examined
8- a) launch
9- b) spoke
10- b) distance
11- a) gravity
12- a) spin
13- c) leak
14- b) fix
15- c) examined
16- a) secret
3-3-Choose the correct answer:
1- b) space walk
2- b) system
3- b) launch
4- c) missions
5- d) less
6- c) exercises
7- d) spokes
8- d) distance
9- b) weightless
10- b) currently
11- c) Side effect
12- d) anniversary
13- b) side
14- c) predicted
15- a) space
16- a) queue
4-1-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-learns
Learned/learnt
2-clicked
Leaked
3-am
Was
4-uses
Used
5-gratitude
Gravity
6-affects
effects
4-2-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-visiting
visit
2-compare
repair
3-when
until
4-would
will
5-sparks
spokes
6-crash
Is going to crash
4-3-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-travel
Is travelling
2-an individual
A team
3-ends
goals
4-win
beat
5-ordering
orbiting
6-must
will
3
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5-1-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Traffic causes noise which gets on our nerves. Vehicles keep moving till a late hour at night, so
it is difficult to enjoy quietness.
2-The big numbers of people who live in a city and demand is sometimes more than supply.
3-a)To bring into danger = endanger
b)means of transporting goods or passengers = vehicles
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-d- noisy
5-c-traffic noise
5-2-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Remains of skis have been found which date back to 4.000 BC. Further evidence
is supplied by ancient cave paintings which depict people skiing.
2-Ski resorts and all the activity, that they generate, are the main source of wealth
in many mountain regions, which were previously remote and inaccessible.
3-Sliding across the snow on skis is the oldest method of transport known to man.

B) Choose the correct answer:
4- c) one of the oldest forms of transport.
5- b) people traveled across the snow on skis from 4.000 BC.

6-1-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
regions
of
the
world
1-Many

are
experiencing
their worst droughts in recorded history. If these droughts continue for another
year, there will not be enough water to support the present populations in those
areas.

2-If the climate continues to grow warmer.
3-We can do that if we control the output of CO2 and slow the destruction of rainforests.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4- a) as a result of droughts
5- c) results in
6-2-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-They saw mountains covered with snow and a village.
2-It disappeared when the sun went down.
3-A strange sight caused by unusual weather.

B) Choose the correct answer:
4- d- They were very surprised.
5- c -They thought it was caused by the weather.
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D. The Novel: The Prisoner of Zenda
6. Ex. (1): A) Answer the following questions:

1-He was a man who had always liked to have an easy life. He only saw opportunities in his
position. He didn't care about society. He liked travelling and enjoying himself. He didn't like
responsibilities.
2-She was angry because he didn't do any work and he thought that his family had a more
important social position than that of Rose's family.
3-Robert realized that his position in society brought with it responsibilities. Robert saw only
opportunities in his own position.
4-His brother was Lord Burlesdon and his sister-in-law was a countess.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rassendyll was the speaker.
2-To Rose
3-He defended himself by saying that he was a member of the Rassendyll family and his
family don't need to do things.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Rose was Robert's wife.
2-Sir Jacob Borrodaile is going to be an ambassador in six months' time.

The Prisoner of Zenda
Ex. (2): A) Answer the following questions:
1-Zenda is a small town near the Ruritanian border. It is 10 km from the border and 80
km from the Strelsau, the capital. It is famous for its castle. The castle, as well as most
of the land there, is owned by Duke Michael.
2-To see the coronation of King Rudolf the fifth there.
3-His two old friends, George Featherly and Bertram Bertrand.
4-He told his family that was going to go walking in the Alps and that he was going to
write a book about the social problems in the country. He didn't want his family to
think he was lazy. He didn't tell them he was going to Ruritania as he didn't like to tell
anyone where he was going.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:
1-Robert Rassendyll was the speaker.
2-This was said to Rose and Rudolf Rassendyll.
3-This was said when Rudolf Rassendyll told them he was going to write a book about
the social problems in the country.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:
1. Rassendyll was good with a gun and strong swordsman.
2. Sir Jacob Borrodaile was going to be an ambassador in six months' time.
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The Prisoner of Zenda
Ex. (3): A) Answer the following questions:
1-He ate them hungrily as if they were the first thing he had eaten all day.
2-He didn't want his brother to go to the coronation so that he could take the crown
himself.
3-His pulse was weak and slow. He was lying unconscious on the floor. His face was
red and he was breathing heavily.
4-The King's mouth was less wide. There was a centimeter or two difference in height.
Rassendyll's face was a little thinner.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:
1-Rudolf Elphberg was the speaker.
2-This was said to Rudolf Rassendyll.
3-They looked exactly alike. They both liked to have an easy life.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:
1. Rudolf's German was perfect.
2. Sapt told Rudolf about the history of the king's life.

The Prisoner of Zenda
Ex. (4): A) Answer the following questions:
1-He though that she had recognized him and that she would tell everyone that he was
not the real King.
2-She overheard Sapt's plan to rescue the King in the hunting lodge, so Sapt locked her
with the King in the cellar.
3-He was a tall old man whose jacket was covered in medals. He was a man who could
be trusted, so Rassendyll, He was loyal to the King.
4-The poor people in Ruritania suffered a great deal. They were crowded into tiny
houses which were old and hot in the summer, freezing cold in the winter. The streets
were narrow. They had a hard life under the King's father, so they looked forward to a
better future.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:
1-Josef, the personal servant to the King, said this to the King.
2-This refers to the cakes that Michael ordered him to give to the King.
3- His pulse was weak and slow. He was lying unconscious on the floor. His face was
red and he was breathing heavily.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:
1. Rudolf Rassendyll was exactly like the king.
2. Fritz was to stay and guard the king's bedroom in the palace.

Translate into Arabic:
ُ ،*ﻟﻘﺪ أﺻﺒﺤﺖ اﻟﺮﯾﺎﺿﺔ أﺣﺪ أﻛﺜﺮ اﻟﻮﺳﺎﺋﻞ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ اﻟﺴﻼم واﻻﺳﺘﻘﺮار ﻓﻲ ﻛﻞ أﻧﺤ ﺎء اﻟﻌ ﺎﻟﻢ
وﺗﻌﺘﺒ ﺮ اﻷﻟﻌ ﺎب
 إذ ﺗﺤﺎول ﻛﻞ دوﻟ ﺔ ﺗ ﺸﺎرك ﻓ ﻲ اﻷﻟﻌ ﺎب اﻷوﻟﻤﺒﯿ ﺔ أن ﺗﺤﻘ ﻖ اﻟﻔ ﻮز ﻟﻜ ﻲ ﺗ ﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ رﻓ ﻊ،اﻷوﻟﻤﺒﯿﺔ ﺣﺎﻟﯿﺎ ً ﻣﺴﺄﻟﺔ ﺳﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ
.ﻋﻠﻤﮭﺎ أﻣﺎم ﻣﻼﯾﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﺸﺎھﺪﯾﻦ
 وذﻟ ﻚ ﻟﺘﻤﻜﻨ ﮫ ﻣ ﻦ اﻛﺘ ﺸﺎف أﺻ ﻐﺮ وﺣ ﺪة زﻣﻨﯿ ﺔ1999 ﻣﻨﺢ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ اﻟﻤﺼﺮي أﺣﻤﺪ زوﯾﻞ ﺟﺎﺋﺰة ﻧﻮﺑﻞ ﻓﻲ أﻛﺘﻮﺑﺮ ﻋ ﺎم
َ ُ*
. ﻛﺮﻣﮫُ اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺲ ﺑﻤﻨﺤﮫ ﻗﻼدة اﻟﻨﯿﻞ، وﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ زار وطﻨﮫ ﻣﺼﺮ، وھﻲ اﻟﻔﻤﺘﻮﺛﺎﻧﯿﺔ
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* ُﯾﻀﯿﻒ اﻟﻨﺎس ﯾﻮﻣﯿﺎ ً إﻟﻲ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﺘﮭﻢ ﻋﻦ طﺮﯾﻖ ﻗ ﺮاءة اﻟ ﺼﺤﻒ ،ﻓ ﺎﻟﻌﻄﺶ)اﻟﻈﻤ ﺄ( إﻟ ﻲ اﻟﻤﻌﺮﻓ ﺔ ﯾ ﺪﻓﻊ اﻟ ﺸﺨﺺ ﻏﯿ ﺮ
اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻢ إﻟﻲ ﺷﺮاء ﺻﺤﯿﻔﺔ ﺣﯿﺚ ﯾﺠﺪ ﻣﺼﺪر اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت اﻷﺳﺎﺳﻲ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﮫ .وﻣﻦ ﻧﺎﺣﯿﺔ أﺧﺮي ُﺗﺸﺒﻊ اﻟﺼﺤﯿﻔﺔ رﻏﺒ ﺔ
اﻟﺮﺟﻞ اﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﺼﻮل ﻋﻠﻲ أﺣﺪث اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﻋﻤﺎ ﯾﺠﺮي ﺣﻮﻟﮫ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻞ أﻧﺤﺎء اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ.
وﯾﻄﻠﻖ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻷطﻌﻤﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﺘﻮي
* ُﺗﻌﺘﺒﺮ اﻟﻔﯿﺘﺎﻣﯿﻨﺎت أﺳﺎﺳﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﺼﺤﺔ اﻟﺠﯿﺪة ،وﻋﺪم وﺟﻮدھﺎ ﯾﺴﺒﺐ أﻣﺮاﺿﺎ ً ﺧﻄﯿﺮةُ ،
ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﻔﯿﺘﺎﻣﯿﻨﺎت اﺳﻢ "أطﻌﻤﺔ وﻗﺎﺋﯿﺔ" ﻧﻈﺮاً ﻷﻧﮭﺎ ﺗﺤﻤﯿﻨﺎ ﻣﻦ اﻷﻣﺮاض اﻟﺨﻄﯿﺮة.
*اﺧﺘﯿﺎرك ﻟﻠﻮظﯿﻔﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺒﺔ أﻣ ٌﺮ ھﺎم ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻚ ﻷن اﺳﺘﻤﺘﺎﻋﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﻌﻤﻞ أﻣ ﺮ ﺿ ﺮوري ،وﻣ ﻊ ذﻟ ﻚ ﻻﺑ ﺪ أن ﺗﻌ ﺮف أن
أﺻﺤﺎب اﻟﻌﻤﻞ ھﻢ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻘﻮﻣﻮن ﺑﺎﺧﺘﯿﺎرك ،وھﻢ ﻋﺎدةً ﯾﻔﻀﻠﻮن اﻷﺷﺨﺎص اﻟﻤﮭﺮة اﻟﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻻﻋﺘﻤﺎد ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻢ وﻟ ﯿﺲ
اﻷﺷﺨﺎص اﻟﻤﮭﻤﻠﻮن أو اﻟﺠﮭﻼء.
*ﻣﺼﺮ ھﻲ أﺣﺪ اﻟﺪول اﻟﺘﻲ ﻟﺪﯾﮭﺎ أﻣ ﺎﻛﻦ ﺟ ﺬب ﻋﺪﯾ ﺪة ﻟﻠ ﺴﯿﺎح ﻣ ﻦ ﻛ ﻞ أﻧﺤ ﺎء اﻟﻌ ﺎﻟﻢ ،وإﻟ ﻲ ﺟﺎﻧ ﺐ اﻵﺛ ﺎر اﻟﺘ ﻲ ﺗﺤ ﻮز
اﻹﻋﺠﺎب ،ﺗﺘﻤﺘﻊ ﻣﺼﺮ ﺑﺠﻮ راﺋﻊ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺸﺘﺎءُ ،
وﺗﺘﺨﺬ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻲ إﺟﺮاءات ﻟﺠﺬب أﻛﺒﺮ ﻋﺪد ﻣﻤﻜﻦ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺴﯿﺎح.
*ﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﻷﺣﺪ أن ُﯾﻨﻜﺮ أن ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺎت زراﻋﺔ اﻷﻋﻀﺎء ﻗﺪ ﺗﻄﻮرت ﺑﺸﻜﻞ ھﺎﺋﻞ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺴﻨﻮات اﻷﺧﯿﺮة ،ﻓﮭﻞ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻤﻜ ﻦ
أن ﯾﻜﻮن اﻟﻤﺦ أﺣﺪ ﺗﻠﻚ اﻷﻋﻀﺎء اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ زراﻋﺘﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ ﻏﻀﻮن ﺳﻨﻮات ﻗﻠﯿﻠﺔ؟ ﻣﻦ ﯾﺪري؟ وﻋﻠ ﻲ أﯾ ﺔ ﺣ ﺎل ،ﻓ ﺎﻷﻣﺮ
ﺑﺮﻣﺘﮫ ﻓﯿﮫ ﻣﻨﻔﻌﺔٌ ﻟﻠﺒﺸﺮﯾﺔ.
*ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗﻊ ﺗﻨﺎﻣﻲ )ﺗﺰاﯾﺪ( اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺣﺔ اﻟﺪوﻟﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ ،وھﻲ ﺗﺠﻠﺐ اﻟﻌﺪﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺰاﯾﺎ ،ﻓﺄوﻻ ،ﺗﺤ ﺼﻞ اﻟ ﺪول ﻋﻠ ﻲ
اﻟﻌﻤ ﻼت اﻷﺟﻨﺒﯿ ﺔ ﻋ ﻦ طﺮﯾ ﻖ اﻟ ﺴﯿﺎﺣﺔ ،وﺛﺎﻧﯿ ﺎ ً ﺗ ﻮﻓﺮ اﻟ ﺴﯿﺎﺣﺔ ﻓ ﺮص اﻟﻌﻤ ﻞ ،وﺛﺎﻟﺜ ﺎ ً ﺗُ ﺴﺎﻋﺪ اﻟ ﺴﯿﺎﺣﺔ ﻣ ﻮاطﻨﻲ اﻟ ﺪول
اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻓﮭﻢ ﺑﻌﻀﮭﻢ اﻟﺒﻌﺾ.

Translate into English:
1-Cultivating the desert and building new cities develops the national economy and solves a lot of
social problems.
2-Tourism is one of the most important sources of income in many countries.
?3-Do you think there is a contradiction between globalization and national identity
4-Modern technology has been introduced in schools all over Egypt and students are trained to
use computers.
5-The government is greatly interested in women and provide them with education, jobs, and
health care and welfare.
6-The world has become a small village thanks to mass media and satellites.
7-I went to the International Book Fair and bought some useful books.
8-A lot of people prefer using organic fertilizers to avoid a lot of diseases.
9-We should respect the elderly and follow their advice.
10-If we don't rationalize the consumption of water (economize on water), we'll face serious
problems.
Part 1 Units 1-2-3
Test 1
A- Language Functions

1) Respond to each of the following situations:

1-My favourite subject is History.
2-I am studying English, French, Maths and Science.
3-Thank you so much for your valuable present.
4-I like English because it is an easy language.
7
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2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function of each of
the following two mini-dialogues:

1-Place: Hotel
Speaker A: A guest
Speaker B: Receptionist
Function: Offering help – Request – Ask and answer questions
2-Place: Train station
Speaker A: Traveller
Function: Request – Thanking - Ask and answer questions

Speaker B: booking clerk

3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- d) will
2- c) will spend
3- c) will reach
4- a) will be
5- b) is going to be 6- d) will be
7- b) am not going to 8- a) am going to
9- b) distinctive
10- b) fossil
11- b) to pass
12- b) is
13- c) walk
14- c) encouraged
15- d) debate
16- a) hydroelectric
4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-exchanged
Examined
2-fissions
missions
3-will
Is going to
4-are being
Will be
5-will have
Is going to have
6-are passing
Will pass
(C) Reading Comprehension
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

1-They found his conversation so brilliant.
2-He learnt Latin at the local grammar school.
3-..because he was without money.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-d-He left Stratford-Upon-Avon. 5-c-endure hardships or obstacles.
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

Answer the following questions:
1-Sixrty years ago, used and re-used bottles, jars, cardboard boxes, paper bags, etc. much more
carefully than we do today. Now, more than fifty years later, we are returning to the same good
idea which we now call "recycling".
2-Making new parts and making newspapers.
3-Recycling is good for the environment and the economy. Recycled products are cheaper to
make than new ones.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-b- more careful (choice 'c' should be more economical)
5-d- using it again.

8
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D- The Novel
A. Answer the following questions:
1-They were officers who worked for the King. Fritz was a captain and Sapt was a colonel.
2-He invited his brother to stay in the hunting lodge before the coronation. He sent poisonous
cakes to his brother.
3-He gave him some poisonous cakes which Michael had prepared. The King was pleased and said
that Michael knew him well.
4-He was poisoned after he had eaten the cakes. The cakes were poisonous as Michael wanted to
prevent him from going to the coronation.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:
1-The speaker was the King. He was talking about Rudolf Rassendyll.
2-They seemed amazed because they looked exactly alike.
3-He was on his way to the train station. He decided to walk in the forest, hoping
to see the King who was staying there as he looked exactly like him
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1-Rassendyll and the King had the same first name.
2-Duke Michael had a big house for hunting in the forest.
9-A-Translate into Arabic:
 ووﻓﻘ ﺎ ً ﻟﻤ ﺎ أوردﺗ ﮫ، ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﻤﺘﻮﻗ ﻊ إﻗﺎﻣ ﺔ ﻣ ﺴﺘﻌﻤﺮة ﻓ ﻀﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﯾ ﺘﻢ ﺗ ﺸﯿﯿﺪھﺎ ﺻ ﻨﺎﻋﯿﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻜﺎﻣ ﻞ،ﻓ ﻲ ﻣﺠ ﺎل اﻟﻔ ﻀﺎء
 وﺳ ﻮف ﯾ ﺸﮭﺪ اﻟﻤ ﺴﺘﻘﺒﻞ اﻟﻤﺰﯾ ﺪ ﻣ ﻦ، ﻓﺈن اﻟﻤﺸﺮوع ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﻟﻠﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ ﺑﺎﻟﻔﻌﻞ ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﻨﺎﺣﯿ ﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﻨﯿ ﺔ، ﺗﻘﺎرﯾﺮ اﻟﺨﺒﺮاء
.اﻟﺘﻘﺪم ﻓﻲ ھﺬا اﻟﻤﺠﺎل
B) Translate into English:
1-Space tourism will be possible in the near future and it will attract a lot of
people.
2-Every day, scientists offer something new for the service of humanity.
Part 1: Test 2
A- Language Functions
1) Respond to the following situations:
1-I admire him because he is very successful and hard-working.
2-After leaving school, I'd like to be an engineer.
3-The best thing about my school is the library.
4-..because I'd like to build new roads and bridges.
2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function of each of
the following two mini-dialogues:

1-Place: Hotel
Speaker A: Guest
Speaker B: Receptionist
Function: Offering help – Request – Ask and answer questions
2-Place: Clinic
Speaker A: Doctor
Speaker B: patient
Function: Ask for and give information – giving instructions
9
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3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- a) escape
2- c) published
3- d) fiction
4- b) made
5- d) locked
6- b) education
7- d) off
8- b) where
9- d) isn't
10- a) wasn't
11- b) much
12- a) any
13- d) pair
14- a) are
15- d) do
16- d) is
4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-to
for
2-quick
quickly
3-fiction
fictional
4-are
is
5-Much
Many/a lot of
6-are
is
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

Answer the following questions:
1-I think 'durable' is the most essential quality of money.
2-Money is just a means to get what we want and live a comfortable life.
3-Forms of money in different parts of the world
B) Choose the correct answer
4-b-not needed for trading
5-a- exchange money
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A)Answer the following questions:
1-She married him in 1953.
2-She moved to New York City. She did her best to protect her children from publicity.
3-She lived in Greece.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-b- 1929
5-d- all of these
D- The Novel
A. Answer the following questions:
1-She suggested that he should work for Sir Jacob Borrodaile who was going to
become an ambassador in six months' time.
2-..Because in 1773, countess Amelia Rassendyll married a member of the
Ruritanian royal family, the Elphbergs. That's why some of her descendants had
red hair and straight noses like the Elphbergs. Rassendyll was her latest
descendant.
3-Rose had a way of asking people to do things which was impossible to refuse.
In addition, he didn't want her to think that he was lazy.
4-His uncle William said that no one should ever pass through Paris without
spending 24 hours in the city, so Rassendyll took his advice. Moreover, he
wanted to meet his friends, George and Bertram.

10
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B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:
1-The old woman who ran the hotel said this to Rassendyll.
2-'He' refers to Duke Michael.
3-She wished he were the King, not his brother.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1. Antoinette de Mauban was a guest of Duke Michael.
2. Bertram Bertrand was a famous journalist in Paris
9-Translate into Arabic:
 ﻓﮭﻲ ﺗﺄﺧﺬﻧﺎ إﻟﻲ ﻋﺎﻟﻢ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﯿ ﺎل،اﻟﻘﺼﺺ اﻟﺘﻲ ُﺗﻘﺮأ ﺑﮭﺪف اﻟﮭﺮوب ﻣﻦ اﻟﻮاﻗﻊ ﺗﺠﻌﻠﻨﺎ ﻧﻨﺴﻲ ھﻤﻮﻣﻨﺎ وﻣﺘﺎﻋﺒﻨﺎ
.واﻟﻔﻜﺮ وھﻲ ﺗﺸﺒﮫ اﻟﻘﺼﺺ اﻟﺨﯿﺎﻟﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻻ ﺗﻜﻮن واﻗﻌﯿﺔ أو ﺣﻘﯿﻘﯿﺔ
1-A prison is a place where criminals and offenders are imprisoned.
2-The story is so amazing that I can't put it down.

 اﻟﺠﺰء اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ- 2017 اﺟﺎﺑﺎت دﻟﯿﻞ اﻟﺘﻘﻮﯾﻢ ﻟﻠﺼﻒ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮي
Part 2: Units 4-6
C) Language Functions
1-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-I think modern novels are very exciting/easy to read.
2-He is a very famous Egyptian writer.
3-That's not true. He's one of the pioneers of modern Egyptian literature.
4-I was studying my lesson. (Any reasonable answer)
2-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-I think you should join a sports club.
2- How amazing! That's great!
3-Yes, I do. I enjoy them a lot.
4-What is the meaning of 'amnesia'? / What does 'amnesia' mean? (Any reasonable answer)
3-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-First of all, dig a hole where you want to put the tree. Then, put the tree into the hole and water it regularly.

2-You're right. I think this is because they give us oxygen/they help the earth to breathe.
3-I think it will be badly damaged.
4-How about making a local newspaper? (Any reasonable answer)
Ex. 1. Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
1-Mobile store/shop
Assistant
Customer
Ask and answer
questions
2-Office
Interviewer
Interviewee
/ Request/Ask
and
Applicant
answer
interview
questions
11
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*Top-up card ﻛﺎرت ﺷﺤﻦ
Ex. 2. Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
Giving instructions / Ask
1-Movie location
Director
Actor
for and give reasons

2-Home/House

Plumber

House owner

Giving information/Ask
and answer questions

Ex. 3. Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
1-Mobile store/shop
Assistant/technician Customer
Offering help - request
Offering help – request –
2-Restaurant
Waiter
Customer
Ask and answer questions

3-1-Choose the correct answer:
1- c) attachments
2- b) had begun
5- a) suspect
6- b) shy
9- a) to grow
10- a) was written
13- b) leaves
14- c) instrument
3-2-Choose the correct answer:
1- d) diplomat
2- c) average
5- d) no sooner
6- a) since

3- b) collection
7- d) suspense
11- b) to get
15- d) turns

4- d) were cleaned
8- c) is known
12- c) sap
16- c) In case of

3- c) pioneers
7- c) was being
repaired
11- b) were watched
15- a) die

4- a) had
8- b) identity

9- b) crime
10- a) amnesia
13- b) fruit
14- b) bark
3-3-Choose the correct answer:
1- a) old-fashioned
2- b) competition
3- a) district
5- c) be deceived
6a) had been 7- b) established
broken into
9- d) poison
10- c) suspected
11- c) have been
translated
13- b) widened
14- c) bark
15- c) won't fall

12

12- a) rings
16- c) doesn't lose
4- a) used
8- c) written
12- a) roots
16- a) mission
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4-Ex 1-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-publication
Publisher
2-an engineer
A pioneer
3-contract
District
4-writing
Written
5-be cheating
Be cheated
6-to do
do
4-Ex 2-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-letter
Attachment
2-innocent
innocence
3-farming
Warming
4-will
Would
5-will follow
Follows
6-for
since
4-Ex 3-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-exert
Extract/get
2-fundamental
identity
3-criminal
Crime
4-meet
Meeting
5-he had
Had he
6-thinking
thought
4-Ex b (1) -Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-collector
collection
2-confused
confusing
3-publication
publisher
4-distracter
district
5-writing
written
6-cooked
Was cooking
4-Ex 2-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-Fever
Amnesia
2-criminal
crime
Conditional
condition
3-identical
identity
4-to clean
To be cleaned
5-be
To be
6-filled by
Full of
4-Ex 3-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-dangerous
danger
2-played
To play
3-will mix
mix
4-weaving
removing
5-climate
weather
6-machines
instruments
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5-1-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-..because of greater accessibility to weapons and unemployment.
2-The government should have control over guns and other dangerous weapons through passing
laws that restrict owning weapons and it also should provide better education.
3-'They' refers to young people
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-a- lack of education
5-c-hopes
5-2-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-..because it is a threat to our health as it helps to pass germs, viruses and diseases from one
person to another.
2-It permits us to greet each other without touching.
3-I am against handshaking because it threatens our health and causes diseases such as hepatitis.

B) Choose the correct answer:
4-a- can

5-c-three

5-3-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-One was wearing old clothes and the other was wearing a suit.
2-He thought it was strange that the man in the old clothes got less man than the man in the suit did.

3-It refers to the people who went past the man in the old clothes without giving him money.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-c – He put it these for people to throw money into.
5-d-He had lied about why he needed money.

D. The Novel
The Prisoner of Zenda
6. Ex. (1): A) Answer the following questions:

1-He wanted the poor people to see that their king trusted them. He didn't want to be a distant
king who people only heard about. He believed that the more people saw of him, the more they
knew that he cared about them and their lives.
2-When Rassendyll visited the old town alone without soldiers, Sapt expected that he might be
killed there as people didn't like the King, but Rassendyll was safe. Some people were even
cheering and smiling at him.
3-He remembered little about the coronation. He remembered the golden crown put on his head
and a few other details. He also remembered the promises he was asked to read out and the
beautiful music that played. Most of all, he remembered being greeted coldly by Duke Michael.
14
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4-He guards the King's room in the palace. He tells everyone that the King has gone to bed and
that he is not to be woken until 9 o'clock the next morning. He wouldn't let anyone in even if it cost
him his life.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rassendyll says this to Marshal Strakencz.
2-He wants to ride alone through the old town. He wants people to see that their King trusts them.

3-The speaker was on his way to the coronation then.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- The real King is kidnapped by Michael's men.
2-Max Holf rides with Duke Michael from Strelsau to the castle.
Ex. (2): A) Answer the following questions:

1-They indicate that Johann's mother was set free.
2-I guess Michael's men killed Josef, perhaps because he tried to protect the King.
3-I think he was taken to the castle of Zenda.
4-He said that Johann's mother must have told Michael's men about their plan. Michael's men
came to kidnap the King and they found him in the cellar. If Sapt, Rassendyll and Fritz hadn't
escaped to Strelsau, they would have been killed,
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Sapt said this to Rassendyll.
2-'They' refers to Michael's men.
3-Michael wanted to take the crown and become the King instead of his brother.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Josef is killed by Duke Michael's men.

2-Duke Michael's men killed Josef. (chapter 3)
OR: Duke Michael's men killed three of Rassendyll's men. (chapter 7)
Ex. (3): A) Answer the following questions:
1-When Strakencz ordered his men to change route on their way to the coronation, Rassendyll
thought that the Marshal was testing him. Rassendyll decided to ride alone through the old town
and said that he wanted the people who lived there to see that their King trusted them and that he
wanted all his people to like him, not just a few.
2-Some of them smiled and cheered while others were quiet and looked at him angrily.
3-Flavia believes that Rassendyll's face has changed. That's because Rassendyll's face was a little
thinner than the face of the King.
4-Because all the city gates were closed at that time.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rassendyll was the speaker.
2-'Here' refers to the old town where poor people lived.
15
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3-He succeeded in achieving his goal. People cheered and smiled at him. They started to trust the
King and like him.
Ex. (4): A) Answer the following questions:

1-Michael's men brought spades to the hunting lodge so that they could bury Josef's body.
2-The Six Men are special soldiers who Michael keeps in his home all the time. They will do
anything for him. Only three of them are in Strelsau because the other three are guarding the
real King in the castle.
3-He planned to make himself as popular as he could and say nothing bad about Michael. In this
way, he could stop the poorer people from thinking badly about him. He wanted to be seen most in
the old town where most of the poor people lived. He wanted to show people that he cared about
them and their lives.
4-Sapt's plan was that if the real King was dead, Rassendyll would stay the King forever.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rassendyll said this to Sapt.
2-This situation took place in the hunting lodge.
3-The dangerous plan was that Rassendyll would return to the capital and continue
pretending to be the King.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Detchard's nationality is English.
2-Rassendyll wants to be more cautious with Duke Michael.
Ex. (5): A) Answer the following questions:
1-He meant that Michael and his men couldn't say that Rassendyll was not the real King
without admitting that they had kidnapped the real King.
2-If they didn't have a king in Strelsau, the city would belong to Michael in 24 hours.
3-He had to meet many important people and sign many important documents.
4-He thought that the King was still in Zenda (because he had poisoned him), so he is
surprised to see the King at the coronation.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rassendyll said this to Sapt.
2-Sapt said if the real King was already dead, Rassendyll would stay king.
3-If the King was dead, Michael would take the crown. He would kill Rassendyll, Sapt
and Fritz or put them in prison. He would also marry Princess Flavia.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Princess Flavia thought the King had already changed.

2-Strelsau would belong to Duke Michael if Rassendyll refused to play the role of the King.
Ex. (6): A) Answer the following questions:

1-She wanted to make sure that the King was well after the coronation.
2-He decided to be seen most in the old town where most poor people lived. He thought that the
more people saw of him, the more they would realize that he cared about them and their lives.
16
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3-He introduced three of his Six Men.
4-Michael's men were about to trap him. He saw a gap between the men, so he turned his horse
and rode through the gap towards the forest.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rassendyll said this to Sapt.
2-He was half brother to the King of Ruritania. He was an evil man. He wanted to
become the King instead of his brother. He tried to poison his brother in the hunting
lodge to stop him from going to the coronation. He had dangerous ambitions. Michael
and his men were criminals who would do anything to reach their goals.
3-The King was kidnapped by Michael's men and locked in the castle. This was part of
Michael's plan to take the crown.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Rassendyll rides through the poor part of the town alone.

2- Rassendyll was about to be arrested by Michael's men while he was leaving the
hunting lodge.

Translate into Arabic:
*ﻟﻘ ﺪ أﺟﺒ ﺮت ﻣ ﺸﻜﻠﺔ اﻻﺳ ﻜﺎن اﻟﻜﺜﯿ ﺮ ﻣ ﻦ اﻟ ﺸﺒﺎب ﻋﻠ ﻲ رﻓ ﺾ اﻟ ﺰواج وذﻟ ﻚ ﻷن ﻣ ﻦ اﻟ ﺼﻌﺐ ﻋﻠ ﻲ
. ﻓﺈﻧﮫ ﻟﻦ ﯾﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ ﺗﺤﻤﻞ دﻓﻊ ﻗﯿﻤﺔ إﯾﺠﺎرھﺎ، وان وﺟﺪ ﺷﻘﺔ ﺑﺎﻻﯾﺠﺎر، اﻟﺸﺎب ﺷﺮاء ﺷﻘﺔ
Translate into English:
1-Ancient Egyptians used papyrus for writing and drawing.
2-Justice is one of the basic values in social systems.
Part 2 – Units 4-6
Test 1
A: Language Functions
1) Respond to each of the following situations:

1-I agree with you. / Yes, you're right.
2-Go straight and turn left.
3-No, of course not.
4-I think it's a wonderful play.
2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function of each of
the following two mini-dialogues:

Place
1-Mobile store

Speaker A
Assistant

Speaker B
Customer

2-Butcher's

Customer

Butcher

17
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3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- b) believer
5- b) fiction
9- d) was being
13b) I wasn't
phoned

2- c) identity
6- b) occurred
10- c) to win
14- a) bark

3- d) innocence
7- a) was
11- d) are passed
15- b) seeds

4- c) collection
8- a) is said
12- b) had written
16- c) give

4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-theory
innocence
2-was criticizing
Was criticized
3-isn't knowing
Isn't known
4-the last week
Last week
5-pharmacist
diplomat
6-law
lawyer
(C) Reading Comprehension
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

1-When children convert to the digital age, their vocabulary and handwriting suffer and if they
read everything online, they may stop going to school.
2-Teachers must use different teaching methods and try to protect their students from cyber crimes.

3-'Two' refers to using technology as well as teachers in schools.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-a-technology can never replace a teacher .
5-b-slowly
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

Answer the following questions:
1-Three tales. (George Washington, Charles I and Robin Hood).
2- Charles I of Britain and the folk hero Robin Hood.
3-'This' refers to cutting down a cherry tree.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-c-was always honest.
5-d-The importance of trees.
D- The Novel
A. Answer the following questions:
1-He wants to go to Zenda to rescue the real King.
2-He said he had not been lazy all his life. He had studied hard and learnt a lot when he was a
German school and German university. He spoke German as well as he spoke English. He knew
how to speak French, Spanish and Italian. He was good with guns and a strong swordsman.
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3-Although he had eaten enough at dinner in the hunting lodge, he also ate the poisonous cakes
that Duke Michael sent to him. Afterwards, he was unconscious, breathed heavily and his pulse
was weak and slow.
4-They ate a little because they had to wake up early the next morning because of the coronation.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:
1-Sapt said this to himself, Rassendyll and Fritz.
2-Because both the real King and Rassendyll were in danger. The real King was
lying unconscious in the hunting lodge. If Michael discovered their plan, he
would kill them all.
3-He means the real King and the pretend king.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:
1-The rich who lived in Strelsau wanted Rudolf Elphberg to be their king.
2-They threw cold water over Rassendyll to wake him up.
9-A-Translate into Arabic:
ً ﺗﺤﻄﻢ ﻣﻨﻄﺎد ﯾﻌﻤﻞ ﺑﺎﻟﮭﻮاء اﻟﺴﺎﺧﻦ ﺑﺎﻟﻘﺮب ﻣ ﻦ اﻷﻗ ﺼﺮ ﻣﻤ ﺎ أدي إﻟ ﻲ ﻣ ﺼﺮع ﺗ ﺴﻌﺔ ﻋ ﺸﺮ ﺳ
 وأوردت،ﺎﺋﺤﺎ
،اﻟﺘﻘﺎرﯾﺮ ﺣﺪوث إﻧﻔﺠﺎر ﻓﻲ اﺳﻄﻮاﻧﺔ ﻏﺎز ﻋﻠﻲ ﻣ ﺘﻦ اﻟﺒ ﺎﻟﻮن ﻣﻤ ﺎ ﺗ ﺴﺒﺐ ﻓ ﻲ ﺳ ﻘﻮطﮫ ﻓ ﻲ أﺣ ﺪ ﺣﻘ ﻮل اﻟﻘ ﺼﺐ
.وﻛﺎن اﻟﺒﺎﻟﻮن ُﯾﺤﻠﻖ ﻓﻮق ﻣﻌﺎﺑﺪ اﻷﻗﺼﺮ
D) Translate into English:
1-Air crashes are front-page headlines because there are no survivors.
2-If state-owned projects are privatized, what will happen to manpower
(labour force)?

Test 2
A: Language Functions
1) Respond to each of the following situations:

1-I'd say the opposite. Space travel is very important.
2-I completely agree with you. He was one of the best scientists in the world.
3-Thank you so much, but I can manage.
4-Could you tell me the way to the Cairo Tower, please?
2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function of each of
the following two mini-dialogues:

Place
1-Customs

Speaker A
Customs officer

Speaker B
Traveler/passenger

2-Dentist's

Dentist

Patient
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Function
Request – Ask and
answer questions –
giving permission
Ask for and give
information
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3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- b) was made
5- c) on
9- b) *attach
13- a) had taken

2- c) overlooking
6- c) between
10- b) reclaimed
14- d) being told

3- a) suspect
7- c) gave
11- a) is known
15- a) roots

4- b) deeply
8- a) law
12- b) was pulled out
16- a) expands

*attach blame to someone = say that someone is responsible for something bad that
happens
4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-romantic
crime
2-hear
Hearing
3-shy
Shyness
4- be
To be
5-cutting
Cut
6-In case
without
(C) Reading Comprehension
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

1-The importance of scientists and how they can help solve problems.
2-They can develop new disease-free crops and produce good quality food.
3-They do research into new treatments for serious illnesses.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-c-more efficient cars
5-d-the problems
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

Answer the following questions:
1-Schools and universities
2-300-400 students.
3- There are smaller classes to discuss difficult subjects.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-c-students
5-a-be organized
D- The Novel
A. Answer the following questions:
1-He lied when he said that he was going walking in the Alps and that he was going to write a book
about social problems in the country. He did so because he didn't like to tell anyone where he was
going and he didn't want Rose to think that he was lazy.
2-Johann's mother overheard their plan. They tied her up and put her in the cellar.
3- They supported the new king because they had always lived well under the King's father and
they knew that nothing would change.
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4-They had always lived badly under the King's father and they knew that nothing would change.
They didn't want things to stay they same. The new King was almost a stranger as he had lived
most of his life abroad. He was only interested in food and hunting.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:
1-Rassendyll said this to Rose and Robert.
2-He agreed to work for Sir Jacob Borrodaile.
3-This was when Rose was talking to him about the importance of having a job.
She was trying to persuade him to work for Sir Jacob.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1-Rudolf Rassendyll's face was a little thinner than the King's.
2-Johann's mother was locked in the cellar with the King.
9-A-Translate into Arabic:
 وﻣ ﻊ ذﻟ ﻚ ﻻ ﺑ ﺪ أن، ﻷن اﺳ ﺘﻤﺘﺎﻋﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﻌﻤ ﻞ أﻣ ٌﺮ ﺿ ﺮوري،* اﺧﺘﯿﺎرك ﻟﻠﻮظﯿﻔﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺒﺔ أﻣ ٌﺮ ھﺎم ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻚ
 وھ ﻢ ﻋ ﺎدةً ﯾﻔ ﻀﻠﻮن اﻷﺷ ﺨﺎص اﻟﻤﮭ ﺮة اﻟ ﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻤﻜ ﻦ،ﺗﻌﻠ ﻢ أن أﺻ ﺤﺎب اﻟﻌﻤ ﻞ ھ ﻢ اﻟ ﺬﯾﻦ ﯾﻘﻮﻣ ﻮن ﺑﺈﺧﺘﯿ ﺎرك
.اﻻﻋﺘﻤﺎد ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻢ وﻟﯿﺲ اﻷﺷﺨﺎص اﻟﻤﮭﻤﻠﻮن أو اﻟﺠﮭﻼء
E) Translate into English:
1-There must be urgent plans to face any sudden (unexpected) climate
changes.
2-Solar energy is used to generate electricity in some giant power stations.

 اﻟﺠﺰء اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ- 2017 اﺟﺎﺑﺎت دﻟﯿﻞ اﻟﺘﻘﻮﯾﻢ ﻟﻠﺼﻒ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮي
Part 3: Units 7-9
F) Language Functions
1-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-Could you give me some information about cloning, please?
2-Could I ask you some questions about genetic engineering?
3-Yes, of course. / Sure you can.
4-How often do you think I should water this plant?
(Any reasonable answer)
2-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-There is a new book called 'How to Plant Trees'. You can find it at the school library.
2- That's a good idea.
3-I'm so sorry. I didn't mean it.
4-I'm so frightened. (Any reasonable answer)
3-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-Could you say that again, please??
2-You're welcome./Don't mention it./It's my pleasure.
3-Could you clean the room for me, please?
4-I think you should do exercises.
(Any reasonable answer)
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2-1.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following minidialogues:
Place
1-Service station
2-Taxi

Speaker A
Attendant/worker
Taxi driver

Speaker B
Car owner
Passenger

Function
Request/apologizing
Enquiring and giving
information

2-2.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
1- Clinic
Doctor/oculist/ophthalmologist Patient
Ask for and give
information
2-Company/office Manager
Secretary
Request/giving
instructions
2-3.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place

Speaker A
1-Mechanic's / Garage/ Mechanic
Restaurant
Waiter

3-1-Choose the correct answer:
1- c) commuter
2- a) illuminate
5- a) may be
6- d) permanent
9- b) said
10- b) whether
13- b) *southerly
14- a) eclipse
*No. 13 should be southerly not southern.
3-2-Choose the correct answer:
1- b) positioned
2- b) height
5- b) must be
6- c) must have been
9- b) biographical
10- a) then
13- a) phenomenon
14- b) sight
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Speaker B
Car owner
Customer

Function
Ask and answer questions
Ask and answer questions

4- b) can't have drunk

3- a) diameter
7- a) occurred
11- a) is playing
15- c) ultraviolet

8- a) might buy
12- d) common
16- b) had

3- b) monuments
7- c) recuperation
11- d) she arrived
15- d) to

4- c) can't
8- b) steel
12- b) apologized
16- c) go blind
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3-3-Choose the correct answer:
1- c) structures
2- a) works
5- d) must have
6- b) must
9- b) made
10- a) professionally
13- a) geyser
14- b) chaser

3- b) commute
7- a) permanently
11- a) he had been
15- a) soil

4- d) base
8- c) admission
12- b) complained
16- c) without

4-1-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-width
Wide/in width
2-funnel
Tunnel
3-historian
Historical
4-stealing
Been stolen
5-moon
Son
6-saw
Had seen
4-2-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-planets
Plans
2-contest
conflict
3-work
Works/factory/plant 4-can't
Must
5-if
Whether
6-personnel
personality
4-3-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-apear
appearance
2-eaters
chasers
3-land
earth
4-Is
Were
5-were not
Hadn't been
6-studied
study
OR: would have failed Would fail
5-1-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-In Takayama.
2-A place where very few people go
3-It refers to the two Japanese towns: Takayama and Yamadera
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-b- on a mountain
5- c-((religions buildings )) (?)
5-2-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-..because people of all ages play it, watch it and speak about it. It is also very exciting.
2-Cup of Nations, the Olympic Games and the World Cup.
3-'One' refers to the championship of the World Cup.
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B) Choose the correct answer:
4-d-an ordinary man
5-c-the most attractive championship in football
5-3-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-The viewer needs to press a button and make some adjustments to the set.
2-…because they can see the old and new films on TV.
3-Television has taken the place of reading or practicing useful hobbies and as a result, modern
youth have limited general knowledge.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-a-unluckily
5-d-Television viewing

D. The Novel
The Prisoner of Zenda
Ex. (1): A) Answer the following questions:
1-As a King, he had to meet many important people and sign many important documents.

He also had to take important decisions.
2-He realized that Rose was right when Flavia asked him to be careful as his life meant a lot to
the people of Ruritania. He realized then how many responsibilities he had as a King. He always
wanted a quiet life, so he wasn't used to such hard work. He wondered how he had got himself in
such a situation.
3-Michael would kill the real King and take the crown. He would also arrest Sapt and Fritz and kill
them or put them in prison.
4-She asked him to come alone to the summer house to meet her because she wanted to tell him
something very important about his life. She also asked him not to show the letter to anyone.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Sapt said this to Rassendyll.
2-He is talking about Antoinette de Mauban.
3-He knew this information from people who said that she had a great argument with Michael
and that she was staying somewhere in Strelsau.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- careless
2-Michael

careful
Rassendyll

Ex. (2): A) Answer the following questions:

1-He told Rassendyll that the King was held prisoner at the castle.
2-He asked where the rest of the Six Men were and found that they were all at the castle. People
said that the drawbridge was nearly always kept up, which was not normal. Nobody was
allowed into the castle without the permission of Rupert or Michael.
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3-He made Antoinette write Rassendyll a letter. She asked Rassendyll to come alone to
the summer house. Three of Michael's men went to the summer house to kill
Rassendyll. The plan failed and Rassendyll managed to escape.
4-At the summer house, Rassendyll was offered a safe journey to the border and fifty
thousand English pounds. At the Tarlenheim country house, Rassendyll was offered a
safe journey to the border and a million gold pieces. Rassendyll refused both offers.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Detchard said this to Rassendyll.
2-They were at the summer house. Rassendyll was in the house with Antoinette and a servant,
while Sapt waited outside the garden of the house. Detchard and two other men were at the door
of the house.
3-Rassendyll refused the offer.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- reward
2-widow

punish
queen

Ex. (3): A) Answer the following questions:

1-He used an iron table to protect him from the shots Michael's men fired at him. He ran at
Detchard and the other men, holding the table in front of him. The table top hit the men
and they all fell down the steps. Rassendyll also fell down the steps, but he managed to
get up fastest and run away, firing his gun behind him. He used the ladder to climb over
the wall and left with Sapt.
2-Rassendyll believed that he should not pretend to be anything. He thought it was not
fair to the people of Ruritania and it was not fair to the Princess, either.
3-He asked the Marshal to guard Princess Flavia and not to allow any of the Duke's
men to visit her.
4-Sapt appeared suddenly and told Rassendyll that someone wanted to see him.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-The real King said this to Rassendyll.
2-They were in the forest of Zenda.
3-The speaker was surprised because Rassendyll looked exactly like him.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Ruritania
2-and he did

Zenda
but he didn't

Ex. (4): A) Answer the following questions:
1-..because Rassendyll looked exactly like the King.
2-On the back of the letter, Antoinette told Rassendyll that if he didn't believe her, he
could ask Colonel Sapt what woman had been a guest of the Duke and if her name
began with A.
3-The letter warned Rassendyll that if he didn't come to the summer house, his life
would be in danger. It also warned him not to show the letter to anyone.
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4-They both believed that Michael wrote the letter and that it was a trap to kill
Rassendyll.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Sapt said this.
2-He said this to Rassendyll.
3-They were three of Michael's Six men: Lauengram, Krafstein and Rupert Hentzau.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- 200
2-a wooden table

50,000
an iron table

Ex. (5): A) Answer the following questions:

1-She ordered the Marshal to take her to see the King.
2-Rassendyll, Sapt, Fritz and ten brave and strong men who Rassendyll trusted.
3-Rassendyll offered to give Johann 50.000 pieces of gold if he did what he asked him
to do.
4-He ordered him to give a letter to Antoinette and open the front door to the mansion
at 2 a.m.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Princess Flavia says this to Rassendyll.
2-She says this when Rassendyll visits her to tell her that he is going on a hunting trip in the
forest of Zenda.
3-Rassendyll is going to hunt Michael.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Detchard
Rupert
1- kill
save
Ex. (6): A) Answer the following questions:

1-Rassendyll agreed to continue pretending to be the King because if he didn't, the capital would
belong to Michael in 24 hours. He had to do it for Ruritania.
2-She was annoyed because her Rassendyll meant that his family were more important than
Rose's family.
3-He was worried because one of Michael's men (Detchard) was an English man who smiled when
Rassendyll spoke to him in English with a pretend foreign accent, so Rassendyll thought that
Detchard knew his secret.
4-He was careful because he didn't want the Princess to discover that he wasn't the real King. He
also didn't want her to speak freely as he wasn't the man she thought he was.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Sapt says this to Rassendyll.
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2-He has just heard what Michael would do to stop anyone trying to rescue the King. If they
attacked the castle secretly and quietly, or openly with a great army, the King would still be dead
before they could save him.
3-Yes, he does.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Two
Three
2-loves him
was afraid of him
Translate into Arabic:
*ﺑﺪأت ﻣﺼﺮ ﻓﻲ إﻧﺸﺎء ﻗﻨﺎة اﻟﺴﻮﯾﺲ اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪة اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﮭﺪف إﻟﻲ ﺗﺴﺮﯾﻊ ﺣﺮﻛﺔ اﻟﻤ ﺮور ﻋﺒ ﺮ اﻟﻤﻤ ﺮ اﻟﻤ ﺎﺋﻲ
.واﻟﻨﮭﻮض ﺑﺎﻹﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﻟﻤﺘﺪﻧﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻼد
Translate into English:
1-The New Suez Canal Axis will change the balance of powers in the Middle East area.
2-Excuse me, can you tell me the shortest way to Cairo Airport?
Part 3 – Units 7-9
Test 1
A: Language Functions
1) Respond to each of the following situations:

1-Could you explain why it goes dark at night, please? /Why do you think it goes dark at night?
2-I think that doing exercises is another good way to keep fit.
3-I am not very keen. Why don't we join a tennis club?
4-He must be on holiday.
2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function of each of
the following two mini-dialogues:

Place
1-Plane

Speaker A
Flight attendant

Speaker B
Passenger

2-Office

Manager

Clerk/employee

Function
Giving instructions – ask
and answer questions
Ask and answer questionsmaking a deduction

3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- c) you'll see
5- a) must have left
9- a) he had been
13- a) had left
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2- a) nature
6- d) I lent
10- a) to phone
14- c) had passed

3- b) attachment
7- d) take
11- b) knocking
15- b) going

4- d) phenomenon
8- c) positioned
12- d) doing
16- d) occur
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4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-did I
Shall we
2-confession
Profession
3-saw
Seen
4-magnet
Monument
5-waste
Save
6-since
for
(C) Reading Comprehension
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

1-Pollinators are insects such as bees which carry pollen from one flower to another.
2- The wind can also carry pollen from one flower to another.
3-The number of pollinators has dropped because of the use of pesticides, air pollution, diseases
and the destruction of the environments where pollinators live.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-c-The loss of pollinators .
5-b-insects can't smell the flowers, so they can't find them.
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

Answer the following questions:
1-Paintings in a museum, advertising and architecture.
2-Kinds of art./ Art is not just paintings in a museum.
3-If they are successful, they make us want to buy certain products. Moreover, they make streets
colourful and attractive.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-b-pleasing
5-'They' in Line 8 refers to advertisements
D- The Novel
A. Answer the following questions:
1-He wants the Marshal to promise him to protect Princess Flavia and not to allow any of
Michael's men to visit her. He also wanted him to help Flavia become queen if Rassendyll didn't
return from Zenda.
2-He told her he was leaving Strelsau to go hunting.
3-He wants to tell her that he is not the real King and that her future husband (Rudolph Elphberg)
is kept prisoner by Duke Michael in the castle.
4-It means that Michael's men kidnapped the real king from the hunting lodge and locked him in
the castle.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:
1-Sapt said this to Rassendyll and Fritz.
2-He fears that Duke Michael may discover that Rassendyll is not the real King (their plan to
rescue the real King).
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3-He means Rassendyll, Fritz and himself.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1-Sapt and Fritz convinced Rassendyll to be the King.
2-Rassendyll doesn't tell all of his plans to Sapt.
OR: Rassendyll decides to keep some of his plans secret from Sapt and Fritz.
9-A-Translate into Arabic:
، إذا ﺷﻌﺮت ﺑﺎﻷﻟﻢ ﺑﺴﺒﺐ ﺷ ﻲء ﻣ ﺎ، ﻓﻌﻠﻲ ﺳﺒﯿﻞ اﻟﻤﺜﺎل،ﺗﺴﺘﺠﯿﺐ اﻟﻜﺎﺋﻨﺎت اﻟﺤﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﺘﻐﯿﯿﺮات اﻟﻤﻮﺟﻮدة ﻓﻲ ﺑﯿﺌﺘﮭﺎ
 ﺗﻠﺠ ﺄ ﺑﻌ ﺾ اﻟﺤﯿﻮاﻧ ﺎت إﻟ ﻲ ﺗﻐﯿﯿ ﺮ ﻟﻮﻧﮭ ﺎ ﻟﻜ ﻲ، ( وﻋﻠ ﻲ ﺳ ﺒﯿﻞ اﻟﺤﻤﺎﯾ ﺔ )اﻟﻮﻗﺎﯾ ﺔ،ﻓﺈﻧﻚ ﺗﺴﺘﺠﯿﺐ ﺑﺎﻹﺑﺘﻌﺎد ﻋﻨ ﮫ
.ﺗﺴﺘﻄﯿﻊ اﻹﺧﺘﻔﺎء ﻓﻲ ﺑﯿﺌﺎﺗﮭﺎ
G) Translate into English:
1-We have to take care of productive projects to raise the standard of living.

2-What kind of work are you hoping to get when you finish your education?

 اﻟﺠﺰء اﻟﺮاﺑﻊ- 2017 اﺟﺎﺑﺎت دﻟﯿﻞ اﻟﺘﻘﻮﯾﻢ ﻟﻠﺼﻒ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮي
Part 4: Units 10-12
H) Language Functions
1-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-I do a master's degree to get a promotion in my job./to be qualified for my job.
2-Don't do that. The bridge is about to collapse./Take care! The bridge is about to collapse.
3-You'd better ask the teacher for advice./You should look them up in the dictionary.
4-Revising regularly can help you get high scores in the final exam. (Any reasonable answer)
2-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-Could you give me some advice about how to drive cars, please?
2-Science is important as it helps us understand the world we live in./It helps us to solve our
problems./It makes our lives better and easier.
3-That's right. I think traditional music is part of our heritage/part of our cultural identity.
4-What does 'cognitive apprenticeship' mean, please? (Any reasonable answer)
3-Respond to each of the following situations:
1-You shouldn't do that. We must keep the class clean.
2-Why don't we go to the club on Fridays?
3-I'd like to get more information about virus C, please./Could you give me more information
about…?
4-Policemaen must be well-trained to face terrorism. / We must provide young men with a good
education. (Any reasonable answer)
2-1.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following minidialogues:
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Place

Speaker A
1-Train station/Railway Traveller/passenger

Speaker B
Booking clerk

station

2-Library

Reader/Student

Librarian

Function
Request – giving
information
Enquiring and giving
information

2-2.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
Enquiring-giving
1- College
Clerk
Student
information-explaining
something

2-Home

Father

Son

Ask for and give
reasons

2-3.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
Offering help-request-ask
1- Restaurant/Café/Cafeteria Water
Customer
and answer questions

2-Dintist's / Clinic

Dentist

Patient

Enquiring-giving
information-request

3-1-Choose the correct answer:
1- b) science
2- c) encouraged
3- d) anthropology
4- a) role
5- b) theory
6- c) whose
7- c) diabetes
8- d) *effective
9- b) specialize
10- b) *invisible
11- c) process
12- b) worked out
13- d) with
14- a) do
15- d) had
16- a) invisible
No. 8*treatment should be singular
No. 10* There is something strange about this sentence! Depending on your location, some
stars are visible all the time, others rise and set, and some are never visible!
3-2-Choose the correct answer:
1- b) fiancé
2- a) which
3- c) out
4- a) financially
5- a) lecturer
6- a) historical
7- b) recognize
8- b) victim
9- d) of
10- c) to
11- d) assistant
12- b) had been
skating
13- a) had broken
14- a) met
15- c) flight
16- d) process
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3-3-Choose the correct answer:
1- b) fireworks
2- c) procession
3- a) mark
4- b) responsible
5- a) variety
6- a) distinction
7- c) *from
8- c) into
9- c) walking
10- a) to study
11- b) is
12- c) which
13- c) of
14- b) with
15- d) flying
16- d) responsibility
*Different from/than/to are all possible and all of them are used by respected writers.
(Oxford Dictionary)
4-1-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-visited
Had visited
2-Result
Theory
3-interested
Interesting
4-do
Make
5-regular
Regularly
6-sunlight
soil
4-2-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-teacher
Lecturer
2-off
of
3-happy
Happily
4-meet
Met
5-for
To
6-personnel
personal
4-3-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1-landmarks
Fireworks
2-position
Celebrate
3-talk
Talking
4-playing
To play
5-with
For
6-responsible
responsibility
5-1-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-No, they don't because they failed to life developing countries out of the cycle of poverty that
has effects on the majority of their inhabitants.
2-He started a microcredit programme that lent very small loans to poor people who set up
small-scale projects that benefited their families and their communities and they were able to
repay their debts.
3-I think he is a great economist who was able to do something great to help poor people.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-a- surprised
5- d-borrowings
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2-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1- The results are seven deaths and many severe reactions. It also causes distinct changes to the
body and fatal complications.
2-People with preexisting conditions such as a weak heart or asthma.
3-Overheating of the body and inadequate replacement of fluids.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-c- clear
5-c-unlikely
3-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Purchasing a house and a car is the main life expenditure..
2- They need it to compare institutions and course.
3-Yes, there is.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4--forthcoming
5-a-prospective university students
4-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Meteorologists study and predict weather conditions.
2- Balloons are important because they gather information about weather conditions and
hurricanes by using sophisticated meteorological instruments.
3-It is essential to reduce the loss of life and property.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-c-features
5-c-difficult
5-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-They designed hollow walls and filled wall space with materials that absorb noise.
2- Air conditioners and furnaces were designed to filter air through soundproofing materials.
3-They are designing structures that reduces undesirable noise, but retain the kind of noise that
people seem to need.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-c-windows
5-c-less noisy
6-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-…because of the construction of numerous dams..
2- They store it until the winter when more electric power is needed.
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3-No, they didn't because fewer adults were able to get back to the cool upstream water for
breeding.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-a-building
5-c-companies

D. The Novel
The Prisoner of Zenda
Ex. (1): A) Answer the following questions:
1- As a King, he had to meet many important people and sign many important documents.

He also had to take important decisions.
2- He realized that Rose was right when Flavia asked him to be careful as his life meant a lot to the
people of Ruritania. He realized then how many responsibilities he had as a King. He always wanted a
quiet life, so he wasn't used to such hard work. He wondered how he had got himself in such a situation.

3-…because poor people supported Duke Michael who wouldn't like it if Rassendyll became too
popular with them.
4- She asked him to come alone to the summer house to meet her because she wanted to tell him
something very important about his life. She also asked him not to show the letter to anyone.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Sapt said this to Rassendyll.
2-He is talking about Antoinette de Mauban.
3-He knew this information from people who said that she had a great argument with Michael
and that she was staying somewhere in Strelsau.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- careless
2-Michael

careful
Rassendyll

Ex. (2): A) Answer the following questions:

1-He used an iron table to protect him from the shots Michael's men fired at him. He ran at
Detchard and the other men, holding the table in front of him. The table top hit the men
and they all fell down the steps. Rassendyll also fell down the steps, but he managed to
get up fastest and run away, firing his gun behind him. He used the ladder to climb over
the wall and left with Sapt.
2-Rassendyll believed that he should not pretend to be anything. He thought it was not
fair to the people of Ruritania and it was not fair to the Princess, either.
3-He asked the Marshal to guard Princess Flavia and not to allow any of the Duke's
men to visit her.
4-Sapt appeared suddenly and told Rassendyll that someone wanted to see him.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rose said this to Rassendyll.
2-She meant that Rassendyll should work/find a job.
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3- He said he had not been lazy all his life. He had studied hard and learnt a lot when he was a
German school and German university. He spoke German as well as he spoke English. He knew
how to speak French, Spanish and Italian. He was good with guns and a strong swordsman.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Ruritania
Zenda
2-and he did
but he didn't
Translate into Arabic:
 أوﻟﮭ ﺎ أن ﺗﻘ ﻮم،*ھﻨﺎك ﺑﻌﺾ اﻹﺟﺮاءات اﻟﮭﺎﻣﺔ )اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﻤﻜﻨ ﻚ اﻟﻘﯿ ﺎم ﺑﮭ ﺎ( ﻟﻠﺤﻔ ﺎظ ﻋﻠ ﻲ ﺻ ﺤﺘﻚ ﻟﻔﺘ ﺮة طﻮﯾﻠ ﺔ
.ًﺑﺘﻨﻈﯿﻒ أﺳﻨﺎﻧﻚ ﺑﺎﻟﻔﺮﺷﺎة ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻣﻌﺠﻮن اﻷﺳﻨﺎن ﻣﺮﺗﯿﻦ ﯾﻮﻣﯿﺎ ً ﺑﻌﺪ اﻹﻓﻄﺎر وﻗﺒﻞ اﻟﺘﻮﺟﮫ ﻟﻠﻨﻮم ﻟﯿﻼ
أﻣ ﺲ اﻟﺤﺎﺟ ﺔ إﻟ ﻲ أﺷ ﺨﺎص ﺣﻜﻤ ﺎء ﻗ ﺎدرﯾﻦ ﻋﻠ ﻲ ﺗﺤ ﺪﯾﺚ اﻟﻨﻈ ﺎم اﻟﺘﻌﻠﯿﻤ ﻲ
َ  ﻓ ﺈن ﻣ ﺼﺮ ﻓ ﻲ،*ﻓﻲ واﻗ ﻊ اﻷﻣ ﺮ
 وھﺬا ھﻮ ﺣﺠﺮ اﻷﺳﺎس ﻓﻲ إرﺳﺎء )دﻋ ﺎﺋﻢ( اﻟ ﺴﻼم واﻹﺳ ﺘﻘﺮار اﻹﺟﺘﻤ ﺎﻋﻲ ﺧ ﻼل،وﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ اﻟﻌﺪاﻟﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﻨﺎس
.)ﻓﻲ ﻏﻀﻮن( اﻟﻌﻘﻮد اﻟﻘﺎدﻣﺔ

Translate into English:
1-Scientific research should be directed at solving the problems of society.
2-Reading has a vital role in developing awareness among individuals.
3-Egyptian citizens face hard conditions with regard to building their country.
4-Ordinary people (The public) often complain about the late arrival of ambulances in emergencies.

5-Mass media have an important role in forming public opinion.
6-We all have to face rumours with true information so that we can achieve stability.
Part 4 – Units 10-12
Test 1
A: Language Functions
1) Respond to each of the following situations:

1-How many students are in the class?/What is the number of students in the class?
2-You should take some rest.
3-My father is a doctor.
4-I'd say the opposite. Practising sport is very useful.
2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function of each of
the following two mini-dialogues:

Place
1-Clinic

Speaker A
Patient

Speaker B
Doctor

2-Computer centre

Customer

Typist/employee
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Giving information-asking
for
advice-giving
instructions

Request-ask
and
answer questions
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3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- b) result
5- b) object
9- a) celebrate
13- a) to buy

2- a) could
6- c) harm
10- c) had traveled
14- a) for

3- d) gradually
7- d) from
11- b) employed
15- a) at

4- b) release
8- b) of
12- c) reading
16- b) kids

4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1- general
Particular
2- do
To do
3-historical
Historic
4-waste
Wasting
5-with
By
6- lighting
celebrating
(C) Reading Comprehension
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

1-No, without concentration, it is impossible to acquire a skill or absorb information about a
subject in class.
2-Neurological reasons
3-A.D.D with hyperactivity and A.D.D without hyperactivity.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-b-understand .
5-b-pleasing.
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

Answer the following questions:
1-We can do that through hypnosis and brainwashing.
2-It entails forcing people to believe something, usually something false, by continually telling
them or showing them evidence that it is true and preventing them from thinking about it.
3-No, because it can make people do dangerous things that can harm them as well as others..
B) Choose the correct answer
4-c-individuals
5-c- consist in
D- The Novel
A. Answer the following questions:
1-He told Rassendyll that the King was held prisoner at the castle.
2-He asked where the rest of the Six Men were and found that they were all at the castle. People
said that the drawbridge was nearly always kept up, which was not normal. Nobody was
allowed into the castle without the permission of Rupert or Michael.
3-He made Antoinette write Rassendyll a letter. She asked Rassendyll to come alone to
the summer house. Three of Michael's men went to the summer house to kill
Rassendyll. The plan failed and Rassendyll managed to escape.
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4-At the summer house, Rassendyll was offered a safe journey to the border and fifty
thousand English pounds. At the Tarlenheim country house, Rassendyll was offered a
safe journey to the border and a million gold pieces. Rassendyll refused both offers.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Detchard said this to Rassendyll.
2-They were at the summer house. Rassendyll was in the house with Antoinette and a servant,
while Sapt waited outside the garden of the house. Detchard and two other men were at the door
of the house.
3-Rassendyll refused the offer.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- reward
2-widow

punish
queen

9-A-Translate into Arabic:
ﺗﺘﺤﻤﻞ ﻣﻌﻈﻢ اﻟﻨﺴﺎء اﻟﻌﺎﻣﻼت ﻓﻲ ﻣﺼﺮ اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺴﺌﻮﻟﯿﺎﺗـ إذ ﯾﻘﻤ ﻦ ﺑﺘﻮزﯾ ﻊ وﻗ ﺘﮭﻦ ﻣ ﺎ ﺑ ﯿﻦ اﻟﻌﻤ ﻞ وﺗﺮﺑﯿ ﺔ
.اﻷطﻔﺎل وﻋﺎدةً ﻣﺎ ﯾﻮاﺟﮭﻦ ﻣﺸﻜﻠﺔ ﻓﻲ إدارة اﻟﻮﻗﺖ
I) Translate into English:
1-If we want to make progress in all fields of life, we should care about
education.
2-The government does its best to provide the basic needs for citizens.

 اﻟﺠﺰء اﻟﺨﺎﻣﺲ- 2017 اﺟﺎﺑﺎت دﻟﯿﻞ اﻟﺘﻘﻮﯾﻢ ﻟﻠﺼﻒ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮي
Part 5: Units 13-15
J) Language Functions
1-Respond to each of the following situations:

(A)
1-I like it because it is a great means of entertainment.
2-Why don't we spend/How about spending the weekend in the country?
3-I'm so proud of the ancient Egyptian monuments.
4-I'm afraid I can't. I need it urgently. (Any reasonable answer)

(B)
1-Please, be careful when you cross the street.
2-Are you keen on football?
3-He must have missed the bus.
4-I'm going to spend the summer holiday in Hurghada. (Any reasonable answer)

(C)
1-Be careful not to use your mobile while driving your car.
2-In my opinion, globalization is in favour of poor countries.
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3-I'm quite good at science.
4-Go straight and turn left. (Any reasonable answer)
2-Respond to each of the following situations:

(A)
1-I think it's going to rain.
2-Ali must be absent because of his illness.
3-I'm not very keen on going to the cinema. Why don't we go to the book fair?
4-You shouldn't have neglected your lessons. (Any reasonable answer)
3-Respond to each of the following situations:

(B)
1-I think 'The Prisoner of Zenda' is a great novel.
2-You should study in a quiet place to concentrate more.
3-I like reading to gain more information/because it helps me understand life better.
4-I wish I had attended yesterday's lecture. (Any reasonable answer)

(C)
1-Yes, I found it yesterday.
2-I'm sorry for being late.
3-Don't worry about it/It's OK.
4-What is the weather like today?/How about the weather today? (Any reasonable answer)
2-1.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following minidialogues:

(A)
Place
1-Restaurant

Speaker A
Waiter

Speaker B
Customer

2-Clinic/Dentist's

Dentist

Patient

Function
Enquiring and making
a request
Enquiring-complaining
– offering help

(B)
Place
1- Customs

Speaker A
Customs officer

2-Street

Policeman
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Speaker B
Function
Traveller/passenger Asking for and
giving information
Car
owner/Car Making a requestdriver
Asking for and
giving reason
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(C)
2-3.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
Enquiring-giving
1- Mechanic's/Garage
Mechanic
Car owner
2-Library

Reader/Student

Librarian

information-offering
help
Asking for permissiongiving permission and
instructions

2-2.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:

(A)
Place
1-Clothes shop

Speaker A
Salesperson

Speaker B
Customer

2-Police station

Policeman

Car owner

Function
Asking for and giving
information
Enquiring and giving
information

(B)
Place

Speaker A
Clerk/Official

1-Aliens'
department/Immigration
Department
2-Hotel
Guest

Speaker B
Tourist

Hotel manager

Function
Offering help-giving
information-giving
instructions
Enquiringcomplaining-asking
for
and
giving
information

(C)
Place
1-Vet's

Vet

Speaker B
Cat's owner

2-Street

Policeman

Car owner
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Asking for and giving
information
Asking for and giving
reason
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3-1-Choose the correct answer:
1- c) despite
2- b) tiring
5- c) conventional
6- c) out
9- b) won't leave
10- d) is used to
13- a) during
14- a) break

3- a) degree
7- b) but
11- d) hard
15- c) amazing

4- b) adventure
8- b) effective
12- a) persuaded
16- a) although

3-2-Choose the correct answer:
1- d) made
2- b) will be replaced 3- b) from
4- b) less
8- b) will have occurred
5- *c) enthusiastic 6- c) unavailable
7- d) bleach
9- c) recycled
10- c) invention
11- b) for
12- b) of
13- c) reading
14- d) will have been 15- c) paperback
16- b) would answer
made
*Incomplete sentence: it should read 'my brother is enthusiastic about…'.
4-1-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

(A)
Mistake
1-strongly
3-although
5-party

Correction
Strong
But
Funeral

Mistake
2-his
4-spontaneity
6-During

Correction
Their
Spontaneous
While/When

(B)
Mistake
1-because
3-pulley
5-exciting

Correction
So
Bully
Excitement

Mistake
2-until
4-Although
6-make

Correction
Because
Despite
Do/take/get

(C)
Mistake
Correction
1-Whatever busy he However busy he is
has
3-influence
influential

Mistake
2-loose

5-so

6-giving
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As

4-When he had had

Correction
Lose
When
he
was
having/while he was
having
given
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4-2-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

(A)
Mistake
1-increase
3-replace
5-encyclopedia

Correction
Mistake
Reduce
2-will have found
Be replaced
4-upload
Mixture/combination 6-at

Correction
Will have been found
Download
by

Correction
Bored
Make
be

Mistake
2-press
4-gas
6-up

Correction
Bleach
Water
over

Correction

Mistake
2-would
4-wills
6-discouraged

Correction

(B)
Mistake
1-boring
3-do
5-have

(C)
Mistake
1-do
3-offered
5-export

Done
Afford
Import

Will
Wells
encouraged

5-1-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-He teaches at the Faculty of Medicine./ He gives lectures at the Faculty of Medicine. /He is a lecturer.

2-…because he had an important sudden meeting.
3-A cassette recorder.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-d- Medicine
5- d-gave the lecture through recording his voice
5-2-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-The main reason is advertising.
2-They can go to many places without their parents being worried as they can check on them at
any time.
3-I am for mobiles because they are a good way of communicating with others.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-d- a lot of
5- c-going up
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5-3-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-To treat their students kindly.
2-He solves their problems during the meeting.
3-He cooperates with them to achieve the best results.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-d- kindly
5- b-director
5-4-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-He was driving his own carriage.
2-She complained of feeling tired.
3-Something strange about the woman's appearance made him suspect that she was a criminal.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-d- to get rid of the old lady
5- c-bad
5-5-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-It is one of the most important factors in the development of heart diseases and cancer.
2-They advise them to stop smoking.
3-The underlined word 'its' refers to smoking.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-c- keep health
5- c-cancer and heart disease

D. The Novel
The Prisoner of Zenda
Ex. (1): A) Answer the following questions:

1- a) He visited Princess Flavia to tell her he was going to Zenda on a hunting trip.
b) He got Fritz to ask a relative of his if they could use his modern country house and he agreed.

c) He took with him a large party of servants and ten brave and strong men that he trusted.
2- He happily agreed to let Rassendyll and his men use his large, modern country house in Zenda.
3- Yes, it was. He wanted Johann to work for him as a spy. Johann worked for Michael. He knew
that the innkeeper's daughter and Johann were friends, so he had to go to the inn to ask her to
bring Johann to the country house.
4-He wasn't cautious when Rupert pretended that he wanted to shake hands with him, then he stabbed
him in the shoulder with his knife. Rupert was his enemy and Sapt told him that Rupert was the worst of
Michael's Six Men. He should have been more careful as he could have lost his life.
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B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-The Marshal said this to Rassendyll.
2-He thought the reason was that Rassendyll's finger was hurt.
3-..because if it wasn't the same, people would know that Rassendyll wasn't the real King.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- best
2-the King's

worst
Michael's

Ex. (2): A) Answer the following questions:

1-Rassendyll says it is because of his injured finger. It might be a problem for the Marshal
because people might think that the order from the King is not a real one.
2-He tells her he is going to hunt a big animal (Michael). He tells her she must become queen if he
doesn't return.
3-Detchard would kill the King and put the King's body down the pipe and the weight of his chains would
keep the body under water. One of the Six Men would take the King's place, so when Michael arrived at
the castle, he could say that he was only keeping one of the Six Men as prisoner because he’d been rude
to Antoinette de Mauban. No one would believe that the King was ever there
4-Detchard would kill the King. The body would be put down the pipe and the weight of his
chains would keep the body under water. Detchard and the other men would escape down the same pipe
and swim across the moat. The Duke's horses would take them to safety.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rupert says this to Rassendyll.
2-He is talking about Michael.
3- Rassendyll should attack the castle bravely. Rupert will tell him when. But Fritz, Sapt, Michael
and the King must all die. That will leave two men alive: Rupert and Rassendyll. Rassendyll will stay
as the King and Rupert gets a reward.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- there
2-loves

three
fears / is afraid of

Ex. (3): A) Answer the following questions:

1-Johann seemed happy to be in the country house. He knew that If Michael's plan succeeded, he
would be in trouble because he knew too much. He was weak but not wicked. Rassendyll
thought that Johann could be the perfect spy.
2-He was weak, but not wicked. He was unlike his brother, Max. He worked for Michael not
because he liked him, but because he was afraid of him.
3-She brought Johann to the country house.
4-Johann knew too much about Michael's evil plan and crimes, so he knew that he would be in
trouble if Michael's plan succeeded.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Princess Flavia says this to Rassendyll.
2-She said this when Rassendyll visited her to tell her that he was going to Zenda for hunting.
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3- Rassendyll was going to hunt Michael.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- the King's
2-kill

Michael's
betray

Translate into Arabic: (1)
ً
ً *ﻛﻦ داﺋﻤﺎ
 ﻓﻠ ﯿﺲ ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﻤﻌﻘ ﻮل أﺑ ﺪاً أن ﻧﺘﻮﻗ ﻊ ﻣ ﻦ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣ ﺔ أن،( وﻟﺘﻘﻢ داﺋﻤﺎ ً ﺑﺪورك ﻣﻦ أﺟ ﻞ ﺑﻠ ﺪك )وطﻨ ﻚ،إﯾﺠــﺎﺑﯿﺎ
.  ﻓﺘﻘﺪم أي أﻣﺔ ﯾﺘﺤﻘﻖ ﺑﻤﺴﺎﻋﺪة اﻟﺠﮭﻮد اﻟﺼﺎدﻗﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﯾﺒﺬﻟﮭﺎ ﻛﻞ اﻟﻤﻮاطﻨﯿﻦ اﻟﻤﺨﻠﺼﯿﻦ، ﺗﻘﻮم ﺑﻌﻤﻞ ﻛﻞ ﺷﻲء ﺑﻤﻔﺮدھﺎ

Translate into English:
1-Trees help us to live in a clean environment as they absorb carbon dioxide and purify air.
2-It is important to build a strong generation that is aware of the problems of their country and
how to solve them.
(2)
وأﺳ ﮭﻤﻮا اﺳ ﮭﺎﻣﺎ ﻛﺒﯿ ﺮاً ﻓ ﻲ،  ﻓﻘﺪ ﻗﺪﻣﻮا اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﻀﺤﯿﺎت،* ﯾﻠﻌﺐ اﻟﺸﺒﺎب دوراً ﺑﺎرزاً ﻓﻲ ﺣﯿﺎﺗﻨﺎ
ﺻﻨﻊ ﺛﻮرﺗﻨﺎ اﻟﻤﺠﯿﺪة وﻣﻊ ذﻟﻚ ﻓﮭﻢ ﻟﻢ ﯾﻨﺎﻟﻮا ﺑﻌﺪ ﻣﺎ ﯾﺴﺘﺤﻘﻮﻧﮫ ﻣﻦ اھﺘﻤﺎم ورﻋﺎﯾﺔ وأظﻦ أن ﻣﺴﺌﻮﻟﯿﺔ
.اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ ھﻲ أن ﺗﻘﺪم ﻟﻠﺸﺒﺎب اﻟﻔﺮﺻﺔ ﻟﯿﺸﺎرﻛﻮا ﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪة
1-We must stop demonstrations and double our efforts to increase local production and give the
government a chance to solve our problems.
2-Do you think that mass media play a vital role in spreading national awareness and making use
of young men's potentials?
(3)
 وﻟﮭ ﺬا اﻟ ﺴﺒﺐ ﯾﻨﺒﻐ ﻲ أن ﻧﻌﻤ ﻞ أﻛﺜ ﺮ وﻧﺘﺤ ﺪث،* اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﺠﺎد ھﻮ اﻟﺴﺒﯿﻞ اﻟﻮﺣﯿﺪ ﻟﺮﻓﻊ ﻣ ﺴﺘﻮي اﻟﻤﻌﯿ ﺸﺔ
 ﺑ ﻞ ﯾﺠ ﺐ ﻋﻠﯿﻨ ﺎ، ﻓﻠﯿﺲ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﻌﻘﻮل أن ﻧﻨﺘﻘ ﺪ ﻛ ﻞ ﺷ ﻲء دون اﺗﺨ ﺎذ أي ﺧﻄ ﻮة إﯾﺠﺎﺑﯿ ﺔ ﻧﺤ ﻮ اﻟﺘﻘ ﺪم، أﻗﻞ
.اﻟﻤﺸﺎرﻛﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺗﺤﺴﯿﻦ اﻹﻗﺘﺼﺎد وﺗﻘﻠﯿﻞ )اﻟﺤﺪ ﻣﻦ( اﻟﻜﺴﺎد اﻹﻗﺘﺼﺎدي
1-We should make use of our spare time and do useful things as lost time is never regained.
2-I haven't seen my friend, Ibrahim, since we were together at the airport.
(4)
 ﻓﻜﯿﻒ ﯾﺘ ﺴﻨﻲ ﻟﻨ ﺎ أن ﻧﻠ ﻮث اﻟﻌ ﺎﻟﻢ اﻟ ﺬي ﻧﻌ ﯿﺶ ﻓﯿ ﮫ؟ وﻟ ﺬﻟﻚ،* اﻟﺤﻔﺎظ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻧﻈﺎﻓﺔ اﻟﺒﯿﺌﺔ أﻣﺮ ﺿﺮوري
.(ﯾﻨﺒﻐﻲ أن ﯾﺘﻌﺎون اﻷﻓﺮاد ﻣﻊ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺔ ﻟﺨﻠﻖ ﺑﯿﺌﺔ ﺻﺤﯿﺔ )ﻧﻈﯿﻔﺔ
1-The Ministry of Education is greatly interested in literacy to improve students' level in Arabic in
the primary stage.
2-Egyptians approved the new constitution and they have started a new phase in their modern
history.
(5)
 وھ ﻲ ﺗﻘ ﻮم ﺑﺘﻜ ﺮﯾﻤﮭﻢ ﻓ ﻲ،* ﺗﻔﺨﺮ ﻣﺼﺮ داﺋﻤﺎ ً ﺑﻌﻠﻤﺎﺋﮭﺎ اﻟﺒﺎرزﯾﻦ ﻷﻧﮭﻢ ﯾﺒﻨ ﻮن ﻋﻘ ﻮل اﻷﺟﯿ ﺎل اﻟﺠﺪﯾ ﺪة
 وﻣ ﻦ ھ ﺆﻻء اﻟﺮﺟ ﺎل اﻟﻌﻈﻤ ﺎء اﻟ ﺪﻛﺘﻮر أﺣﻤ ﺪ زوﯾ ﻞ واﻟ ﺬي ﺳ ﺎھﻤﺖ أﺑﺤﺎﺛ ﮫ،ﻣﺨﺘﻠ ﻒ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳ ﺒﺎت
.ًواﻛﺘﺸﺎﻓﺎﺗﮫ اﻟﻌﻈﯿﻤﺔ ﻓﻲ ﺧﺪﻣﺔ اﻟﺒﺸﺮﯾﺔ ﻛﺜﯿﺮا
1-Globalization has had a great influence on most world countries, especially the developing ones.
2-The government must do its best to reduce the cost of living by all means.
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Part 5 – Units 13-15
Test 1
A: Language Functions
1) Respond to each of the following situations:

1-Why would you like to be an engineer?
2-I prefer e-books because they are cheaper.
3-Be careful not to deal with infected birds./You shouldn't deal with infected birds.
4-I don't think so.
2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function of each of
the following two mini-dialogues:

Place
1-Taxi

Speaker A
Passenger

Speaker B
Taxi driver

2-Clothges shop

Customer

Salesperson

Function
Making a request-asking
and answering questions
Enquiring and giving
information

3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- d) cause
2- c) in
5- b) missed
6- b) into
9- d) will have been 10- b) after
opened
13- a) regularly
14- d) award

3- b) who's
7- b) despite
11- a) on

4- d) written
8- c) which
12- a) invented

15- d) day

16- a) energetic

4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1- who
Whose
2- in what
Where
2-in what
In which
3-have
be
4-qualificationa
Licence
5-discourages
Encourages
6- However
whatever
(C) Reading Comprehension
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

1-..because of the effect of gravity.
2-Lack of gravity makes their muscles do very little work and become weak.
3-'they' refers to astronauts.
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B) Choose the correct answer
4-c-become weak .
5-d-all of them
6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

Answer the following questions:
1-They refer to elegance and wealth all over the world.
2-They used them to buy weapons.
3-a-forced = obliged
b-*scarce = rare
B) Choose the correct answer
4-d-don't share in the wealth
5-c- to ban child labour
*scare is misspelled. It should be scarce.
D- The Novel
A. Answer the following questions:
1-..because she told him that he had tricked her by pretending to be the King.
2-He wanted to thank him for saving his life and for all the brave things that he had done for
Ruritania.
3-Rassendyll has shown Rudolph Elphberg what a true king should be.
4-It means when he thinks of Rupert, he gets excited or angry. He wishes he could find him and fight him
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rupert says this to Michael.
2-This woman is Antoinette de Mauban.
3-He is attacking Antoinette and fighting with Duke Michael.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Sapt
2-the King

Fritz
Duke Michael

9-A-Translate into Arabic:
 وﻓﻲ اﻟﺤﻘﯿﻘﺔ ﯾﻨﺒﻐﻲ ﻋﻠﯿﻨ ﺎ أن ﻧﻘ ﺎوم أي ﺳ ﻠﻮك ﻏﺮﯾ ﺐ،أﻣﺲ اﻟﺤﺎﺟﺔ إﻟﻲ ﺛﻮرة ﺿﺪ ﺳﻠﻮﻛﯿﺎﺗﻨﺎ اﻟﺴﯿﺌﺔ
َ *ﻧﺤﻦ ﻓﻲ
وﻧﺤﺎول ﺗﻌﺪﯾﻠﮫ )ﺗﻘﻮﯾﻤﮫ( وﻻ ﺑﺪ أن ﺗﻜﻮن ھﻨﺎك ﻧﻈﺮة ﺟﺪﯾﺪة ﻣﺘﺤﻀﺮة ﻟﻠﺘﻜﯿﻒ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻤﻮﻗ ﻒ اﻟﺠﺪﯾ ﺪ ﺑﻌ ﺪ ﺛﻮرﺗﻨ ﺎ
.(اﻟﻤﺠﯿﺪة ذات اﻟﺘﻄﻠﻌﺎت )اﻟﻄﻤﻮﺣﺎت( ﻏﯿﺮ اﻟﻤﺤﺪودة )اﻟﻠﻼﻧﮭﺎﺋﯿﺔ
K) Translate into English:
1-We should reject (renounce) our political disagreements and unite for the
sake of our country.
2-The Egyptian armed forces are the protective shield of the nation against any
enemy.
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 اﻟﺠﺰء اﻟﺴﺎدس- 2017 اﺟﺎﺑﺎت دﻟﯿﻞ اﻟﺘﻘﻮﯾﻢ ﻟﻠﺼﻒ اﻟﺜﺎﻟﺚ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻮي
Part 6: Units 16-18
L) Language Functions
1-Respond to each of the following situations:
(1)
a-I'd be more than happy to help./I'd be quite happy to help./I'd be glad to help you.
b-No, thank you. That's enough./ No, thank you. That's all.
c-Can you tell me how to apply for this job, please?
d-No, thank you. (Any reasonable answer)
(2)
a-It is a great device that helps us to communicate with others.
b-Do you read detective stories? c-What a nice surprise! Why are you applying for this job?
d-Don't you think you should give some money to the poor? (Any reasonable answer)
(3)
a-I agree with you. It's very interesting.
b-Can you play music?
c-I think you should read English books and watch English movies.
d-I don't think it's a good idea to do that. You already have a good one. (Any reasonable answer)
2-1.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following minidialogues:

(A)
Place

Speaker A

Speaker B

Function

1-No. 1 doesn't make sense. The first sentence could be at a
library, but the next sentence doesn't even seem to relate to
the first sentence.
2-Office

Interviewer

Job Applicant

Ask for and give
information

(B)
Place
1- Police station

Policeman

Speaker B
Witness

2-Clothes shop

Customer

Salesperson
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Speaker A

Function
Enquiring and giving
information
Request - Agreeing
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(C)
2-3.Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following
mini-dialogues:
Place
Speaker A
Speaker B
Function
Giving information –
1- Restaurant
Customer
His friend
request

2-School

Student's mother

3-1-Choose the correct answer:
1- c) society
2- c) they are said
5- d) renewable
6- a) worse
9- a) distance
10- c) I asked
13- a) expect
14- b) need
3-2-Choose the correct answer:
1- b) applied
2- a) must
5- b) representative 6- c) would go
10- c) didn't have to go
9- d) pharmacy
13- a) partner
14- d) try
3-3-Choose the correct answer:
2- c) needn't have
1- d) shopping

Teacher

Complaining – making a
deduction

3- d) ancestors
7- a) encyclopedia
11- c) experience
15- b) command

4- b) must have
8- d) took
12- a) do you
16- b) if

3- a) lifelong
7- b) applicant
11- c) achievement
15- b) depression

4- c) when
8-b) had enjoyed
12- a) to be
16- c) would spend

3- c) module

4- a) to go

apologized
6- c) they could borrow 7- a) PhD
5- b) charity
8-d) *will Karam be
9- d) publicity
10- b) is thought
11- c) e-mails
12- a) manage
13- a) promotion
14- a) can't
15- d) correspondents 16- b) they broke
*'choose' should be 'chooses'

4-1-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

(1)
Mistake
1-do
3-for
5-carpenters
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Correction
Are going to do
Of
Correspondents

Mistake
2-confession
4-intend
6-swim

Correction
Profession
Attend
swimming
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(2)
Mistake
1-discovers
3-wakened
5-Are

Correction
Discover
Weekend
Is

Mistake
2-stop
4-he slept
6-seascape

Correction
Give
Did he sleep
seaside

(3)
Mistake
1-Why on moon
3-known
5-will have solved

Correction
Mistake
How on earth
2-boring
ran
4-so
Will have been solved 6-application

Correction
Bored
Such
applicant

5-1-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-It was so important because she had been an admirer of the artist's work since she was a child.
2-She wouldn't be late for her classes.
3-If she hadn't slept through the alarm bell.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-c- artist's work
5- b- was in a hurry
5-2-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Through huge panels of solar cells.
2-because they are made from thin slices of pure silicon.
3-power.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-b- gather
5- b-solar cells
5-3-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-They never feel lost.
2-He would have to take a practical test.
3-They were driven out in a closed lorry and left in a ploughed field with instructions to get back
to camp as quickly as possible.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-c- to be tested
5- d-was asked to lead the soldiers back to camp
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6-1-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Safe propellants that do not damage the ozone layer.
2-To protect the ozone layer.
3- The ozone layer protects us from the harmful ultraviolet rays. If the ozone layer is damaged,
we might be prone to skin cancer.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-b- fatal
5- d-tiny
6-2-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-Girls had to bind their feet to stop them from growing. They suffered much. They couldn't stay
on a job for a long time.
2-because he had done much for women. Thanks to him, women were treated as men's equal.
Many women have become business owners and mangers. Mothers are allowed two years out of
work to look after their babies.
3-No, because they work long hours. They are illiterate. They can't get back to work if they stay at
home to look after their babies.
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-d- constitute
5- d-baby
6-3-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A) Answer the following questions:
1-They think they are a bad idea. They claim that products such as these can be dangerous and
may damage our bodies.
2-Yes, because they offer extra health benefits.
3-a) functional
b) ingredients
B) Choose the correct answer:
4-a- offering extra health advantages
5- d-A new type of foods

D. The Novel
The Prisoner of Zenda
Ex. (1): A) Answer the following questions:

1- a)The people of Strelsau heard that the King was badly injured while hunting and they were
worried. b) Princess Flavia also heard that he was injured and ordered the Marshal to take her to
the country house. c) Duke Michael also heard that Rassendyll was badly injured.
2-Rassendyll hated to kill Max, but was war and Max worked for the enemy, so Rassendyll had to
kill him.
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3-Rassendyll asked the seven men to wait with the horses a few hundred metres from the castle
while Rassendyll, Sapt and Fritz walked to the moat. Then Sapt whistled for the seven men to
come and get them with their horses. Michael's men attacked them. Two of Michael's men were
killed and Rassendyll lost three of his men.
4- Rassendyll had sent the bags ahead to the station on the morning of the day he met the King in
the woods. He never went to the station to get them because he was pretending to be the King.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-The real King said this to Detchard.
2-Michael wanted to kill his brother to take the crown and become the king.
3-Rassendyll, Sapt and Fritz wanted to save the King.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Sapt
2-Fritz

Johann
Rassendyll

Ex. (2): A) Answer the following questions:

1-He told Rassendyll to attack the castle, but Sapt, Fritz, Michael and the real King must all die.
That would leave two men alive: Rassendyll and Rupert. Rassendyll would stay the
King and Rupert would get a reward.

2- Duke Michael discovered that she had helped Rassendyll in the summer house, so he kept her
prisoner in the mansion as he didn't trust her.
3- The King was so ill that Michael brought him a doctor. The doctor advised Michael to set the
King free at once. Michael didn't allow the doctor to leave and told him to stay with the King until
he got better or died.
4-He was looking for an English man called Rassendyll who disappeared near Zenda.

B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rassendyll said this to the Chief of Police.
2-They were talking about Antoinette de Mauban.
3- When she knew about Michael's evil plan to kill the King and take the crown, she warned
Rassendyll in the summer house. When Michael discovered that she had helped Rassendyll, he
kept her a prisoner in the mansion. She helped to look after the sick King. She was rescued when
Rassendyll and his men went to the castle and the mansion to save the King.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Rassendyll
2-Fritz

Detchard
Rassendyll

Ex. (3): A) Answer the following questions:

1-The Chief of Police was in Zenda, so there could be no more fighting around the castle and
Rupert felt safe enough to ride out.
2-Johann was asked to give a letter to Antoinette de Mauban and open the front door to the
mansion at 2 a.m.
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3-Sapt and his men would go to the mansion and wait for Johann to open the front door at 2 a.m.
Antoinette would cry out for help at the same time. Sapt and his men would get into the mansion, tie up
the servants if they didn't help, kill Duke Michael and move quickly to the castle to save the King.

4-So that people believed that Rassendyll and his men were having a ball.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1- Rassendyll said this to the Chief of Police.
2-The disappearance of an English man (Rassendyll) near the town of Zenda.
3-Rassendyll himself was the missing man. He needed more time without any difficult questions
to be able to save the King.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Flavia
2-Sapt

Rupert
Rassendyll

Ex. (4): A) Answer the following questions:

1-Rupert attacked Antoinette because she had been writing secret letters to Rassendyll and he
wanted to punish her. Antoinette cried out for help and Michael came out to save her..
2- There was a noisy sword fight between the two men. When Rupert saw Johann helping Michael,
he struck him with the sword, but Johann wasn't hurt. Finally, Rupert killed Michael.
3-The doctor was trying to protect the King from Detchard who was going to kill the King. But the doctor
wasn't strong enough to hold Detchard for long. At last, Detchard broke free and killed the doctor.
4-Rassendyll and Detchard were fighting each other. Detchard was a much better swordsman than
Rassendyll and he managed to cut Rassendyll on the arm. Detchard was going to kill Rassendyll, but the
King helped Rassendyll by pushing the legs of a chair against Detchard's body. Detchard found it hard to
stand up. This made him angry and he struck the King with his sword, but he fell over the doctor's body,
so it was easy for Rassendyll to kill him.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1- Princess Flavia said this to Rassendyll.
2-This was said after Rassendyll had saved the King's life.
3-Ruritania was a fictional country in the middle of Europe. Duke Michael didn't like being only a
duke. He wanted to be the King. He kidnapped his half brother who was the legal King and tried to
kill him. Rassendyll who looked exactly like the King pretended to be the King. In the end,
Rassendyll saved the King and Michael was killed.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- imagining being
2-the King

pretending to be
Duke Michael

Ex. (4): A) Answer the following questions:

1-When Rupert was trying to escape in the forest, Rassendyll stopped him and managed to cut him
on the cheek. Rupert became very angry and attacked Rassendyll. Rassendyll would have been
killed if Fritz hadn't arrived on a horse holding a gun. Rupert knew he couldn't fight both men, so
he ran away.
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2-Rassendyll ran after Rupert and also jumped into the water, but Rupert swam faster because
Rassendyll's arm was wounded. They both got out of the water and Rassendyll followed Rupert in
the forest, but Rupert managed to escape in the end.
3-It was the cry of a boy whose horse was taken by Rupert. Rupert was trying to get the boy to
be quiet by giving him some money and this gave Rassendyll time to catch up with him.
4-He was fighting Rassendyll in the forest and was about to kill him when Fritz arrived on a horse
holding a gun. Rupert knew he couldn't fight both Fritz and Rupert, so he ran away.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1- Rassendyll said this to Rose and Robert.
2-This was said after Rassendyll came back from Ruritania.
3-Rose was Rassendyll's sister-in-law.
C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- Michael
2-never

Rudolph Elphberg
always

1)Translate into Arabic:
ُ * اﻟﻤﻮاطﻨﻮن اﻟﺼﺎﻟﺤﻮن ﯾﺤﺒﻮن وطﻨﮭﻢ
 وھ ﻢ ﯾُ ﻀﺤﻮن ﺑﺄﻧﻔ ﺴﮭﻢ ووﻗ ﺘﮭﻢ وأﻣ ﻮاﻟﮭﻢ ﻣ ﻦ أﺟ ﻞ، وأﺳ ﺮھﻢ
. وھﻢ أﯾﻀﺎ ً ﯾﻀﺤﻮن ﺑﺄﻧﻔﺴﮭﻢ ﻋﻨﺪﻣﺎ ﺗﺘﻌﺮض ﺑﻼدھﻢ ﻟﻠﺨﻄﺮ،رﻓﺎھﯿﺔ وطﻨﮭﻢ وﻋﺎﺋﻼﺗﮭﻢ
Translate into English:
1-Without air, all living things would die.
2-It took me an hour to travel from Cairo to Banha by car.
2) Translate into Arabic:
، وﯾﻤﻜ ﻦ أن ﺗﻘ ﺪم اﻟﻄﺎﻗ ﺔ اﻟﺸﻤ ﺴﯿﺔ أﺣ ﺪ اﻟﺤﻠ ﻮل،* ﯾﺤﺎول اﻟﻌﻠﻤﺎء ﺣﺎﻟﯿ ﺎ ً ﺗﻄ ﻮﯾﺮ ﻣ ﺼﺎدر ﺟﺪﯾ ﺪة ﻟﻠﻄﺎﻗ ﺔ
.ﻓﮭﻲ ﻣﺼﺪر آﻣﻦ ﻣﺘﺠﺪد ﻟﻠﻄﺎﻗﺔ وﻟﺪي ﻣﺼﺮ اﻟﻜﺜﯿﺮ ﻣﻨﮫ
Translate into English:
1-How far is the bus station from your home?
2-The government does its best to increase production and raise the standard of living.
3) Translate into Arabic:
 ﺣﯿ ﺚ ُﺗﺘ ﺎح ﻟﮭ ﻢ ﯾﻮﻣﯿ ﺎ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣ ﺎت،* اﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ ھﻲ ﺑﻤﺜﺎﺑ ﺔ ﻣﻜ ﺎن ﯾﻮاﺻ ﻞ ﻓﯿ ﮫ اﻷﺳ ﺘﺎذ واﻟﻄ ﻼب ﺗﻌﻠﻤﮭ ﻢ
. وﻟﺬا ﯾﻨﺒﻐﻲ ﻋﻠﯿﮭﻢ ﻣﺘﺎﺑﻌﺘﮭﺎ،اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪة ﺳﻮاء ﻋﻠﻤﯿﺔ أو ﻏﯿﺮ ﻋﻠﻤﯿﺔ
Translate into English:
1-The Egyptian government has started a campaign to restore its monuments from foreign
countries.
2-Cars that use lead-free petrol are the best.
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Part 6 – Units 16-18
Test 1
A: Language Functions
1) Respond to each of the following situations:

1-I wish I had studied harder.
2-O.K. I'll wait.
3-Slow down, please, or we'll have an accident.
4-What foreign languages are you good at?
2) Mention the place, the speakers and the language function of each of
the following two mini-dialogues:

Place
1-*School

Speaker A
Teacher

Speaker B
Student

2-Club

Player

Coach

Function
Giving opinion – disagreeing,
giving reason
Expressing a wish-enquiring

Mini-dialogue 1 could happen anywhere between any two given people!
3) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- c) department
5- b) persuade
9- a) enroll
13- b) rewarding

2- b) needn't
6- a) be considered
10- b) to
14- d) had done

3- c) fluent
7- d) realized
11- c) worthwhile
15- d) poetry

4- a) sold
8- a) to fall
12- c) have to
16- a) want to

4-Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly"
Mistake
Correction
Mistake
Correction
1- who
How
2- who's
Whose
3-to travel
Traveling
4-Since
Although
5-purified
Qualified
6- save
cave
(C) Reading Comprehension
5) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

1-On business.
2-A picture of a tall fellow with clear, blue eyes and fair, curly hair.
3-A man with a wooden leg was leaning on a stick.
B) Choose the correct answer
4-c-the writer's friend
5-b-bald head
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6) Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

Answer the following questions:
1-To persuade customers to buy their own product.
2-advertisements in newspapers, songs, posters, competitions with prizes, advertisements on
the screens of local cinemas and distributing samples of the product.
3-a) convince = persuade
b) amount = sum
B) Choose the correct answer
4-c-the qualities and names of the product
5-b- we think it is the best

D- The Novel
A. Answer the following questions:
1-Sapt persuaded Rassendyll, who looked exactly like the King, to pretend to be the King to stop
Duke Michael from taking the crown. Rassendyll played the role of the King perfectly and managed
to save the King from Michael who kidnapped the King and planned to kill him.
2-He said he had a good social position as his brother was a lord and his sister-in-law was a
countess. He also said he had enough money to do what he wanted.
3-He could speak perfect German. He also learnt Spanish, French and Italian. He was good with
guns. He was good at riding a horse. He was a strong swordsman.
4-She was a wealthy French lady who was very ambitious. Duke Michael invited her to attend the
coronation of Rudolf Elphberg in Ruritania. When she knew about Michael's evil plan to kill his
brother and take the crown, she helped Rassendyll to save the King.
B) Read the following quotation, and then answer the questions:

1-Rupert said this to Rassendyll.
2-They were in the forest of Zenda. Rupert was trying to escape after killing Duke Michael and
Rassendyll caught up with him. They fought each other. Rupert would have killed Rassendyll if
Fritz hadn't arrived. Rupert finally ran away.
3- He told Rassendyll to attack the castle, but Sapt, Fritz, Michael and the real King must all die.
That would leave two men alive: Rassendyll and Rupert. Rassendyll would stay the
King and Rupert would get a reward.

C)Find the mistake in each sentence and correct it:

1- four
2-uncle

three
brother

9-A-Translate into Arabic:
 وﺗﺒﯿﻦ اﻷرﻗﺎم أن ﻋﺪد ﺿ ﺤﺎﯾﺎ اﻟﺘ ﺪﺧﯿﻦ ﯾﺘﺰاﯾ ﺪ ط ﻮال اﻟﻮﻗ ﺖ، * ﻻ ﯾﻮﺟﺪ أدﻧﻲ ﺷﻚ ﻓﻲ أن اﻟﺘﺪﺧﯿﻦ ﻋﺎدة ﻗﺎﺗﻠﺔ
.)ﻓﻲ ازدﯾﺎد ﻣﺴﺘﻤﺮ( وﻻ ﺑﺪ ﻣﻦ وﺿﻊ ﻧﮭﺎﯾﺔ ﻟﮭﺬه اﻟﻌﺎدة
Translate into English:
1-There are some rules of hygiene, the simplest of which is to wash your
hands before eating.
(One of the simplest rules of hygiene is to wash your hand before eating.)
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2-The government's implementation of the new Suez Canal project is clear
evidence of Egyptians' perseverance to build their country.

Enrichment Exercises
*Choose the correct answer:
1-b- launch
5-c-power
9-c- is
13-d- shy
17-a-have been translated

21-b-harmful
25-a-occurred
29-b-I read
33-d-theories
37-a-had worked
41-c-encouraged
45-b-paperback
49-d-although
55-c-provides
59-d-might
63-c-distance
67-c-grow
71-b-leaves
75-c-castle
79-d-any
83-d-used to
87-a-is thought
91-b-instrument
95-b-attachment
99-d-take
103-b-knocking
107-b-going
111-d-profession
115-c-amount
119-a-recognize
55

2-c-effects
6-b-I'll see
10-d-is burnt
14-b- instrument
18-c-captured
22-d-knocked
26-b-must have
30-d-would have left
34-c-celebrating

3-a- alike
7-a- starts
11-c- competition
15-c-cardboard
19-b-will catch
23-a-profession
27-c-might have
31-b-recognize
35-d-position
38-d-had been playing 39-b-had traveled
42-b-licence
43-a-conventional
46-d-who
47-b-where
50-c-repaired
53-d-persuade
56-c-if
57-d-to go
60-a-have to
61-b-side effects
64-a-gravity
65-d-attend
68-c-liquid
69-a-fossil
72-d-much
73-a-alike
76-c-the essay
77-c-'ll see
80-a-occasion
81-b-is made
84-b-has been
85-a-suspect
88-c-innocent
89-b-feels
92-c-amnesia
93-c-you'll see
96-d-phenomenon
97-a-must have left
100-c-positioned
101-a-he had been
104-d-doing
105-a-had left
108-d-occur
109-b-starts
112-c-knew
113-d-hadn't spent
117-b-had been revising
116-a-had eaten
120-c-going
121-b-to fly

4-d-fuels
8-a-many
12-a- attachment
16-c-had begun
20-*I drink
24-c-colleagues
28-a-I had been
32-a-specialize
36-c-knew
40-b-to pass
44-d-screen
48-c-because
54-b-employees
58-b-him
62-a-going to meet
66-b-is made
70-c-is going to become

74-b-is
78-a-examined
82-c-renewaable
86-b-style
90-d-I'll go
94-a-nature
98-b-might have
102-c-would phone
106-b-unless
110-a-landmarks
114-a-achieved
118-d-object
122-b-celebrate
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123-c-folk
127-b-can't
have
missed
131-b-in which
135-c-excitement

124-b-responsibility
128-c-had taken

125-d-is
129-d-cause

126-a-an identity
130-b-to meet

132-a-effective
136-d-so

133-c-regards
137-c-downloaded
141-c-is heated
145-b-in which

134-d-hearing
138-a-have
been
published
142-a-routine
146-d-had been doing

149-d- a trainee
153-b-must

150-a-to think
154-a-had

139-b-screen
140-c-enthusiastic
143-b-must
have 144-d-regularly
forgotten
147-d-conscientious 148-a-had seen
151-a-celebrity
152-d-thrown away
155-c-enrolling
156-b-provides
*No. 20: habitual action
*N0. 51 and No. 52 are missing

Find the mistake:
Mistake
1- are
3-is
5-were
7-use
9-opening
11-pump
13-break
15-along
17-haven't
19-can come
21-winning
23-taking
25-picking
27-am doing
29-are
31-take
33-worked
35-completion
56

Correction

Mistake
Is
2- cells
Are
4-are
Was
6- saw
Used
8-Revised
Opened
10-played
Pumped
12-will freeze
Will break
14-wins
A long
16-more wide
Hadn't
18-had sleep
Could come
20-didn't lend
To win
22-to go
To take
24-to watch
To pick
26-helping
Am going to do
28-enjoy
Is
30-produce
Have
32-energy
Has worked/has been 34-although
working
Competition
36-written

Correction
Atoms
Is
Have seen
Were revising
Has been playing
Freezes
Will win
Wider
Had slept
Hadn't lent
Going
Watching
To help
Will enjoy
Are produced
Power
Despite
Was written
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37-to study
39-might pass
41-had he been
43-Greenmail
45-has finished
47-write
49-studying
51-who
53-despite
55-tell
57-had I enjoyed
59-arriving
61-couldn't see
63-meet
65-many
67-solid
69-do
71-weather
73-reinvent
75-went
77-worthy
79-waste
81-a bread
83-knows
85-to go
87-boring
89-wedding
91-will use
93-can
95-stay
97-university
99-offers
101-are
103-waist
57

Studying
Might have passed
He had been
Blackmail
Had finished
Wrote
To study
Whose
Although
Told
I had enjoyed
To arrive
Can't see
To meet
Much
Liquid
Am going to do
Whether
Recycle
Gone
Worthwhile
Save
Any bread
Is known
Going
Bored
Funeral
Will be used
Could
To stay
Pharmacy
Provides
Is
Waste

38-width
40-can't
42-wouldn't go
44-in
46-is
48-is produces
50-to go
52-which
54-hear
56-will have found
58-to not
60-precision
62-to remember
64-lake
66-find
68-team
70-wrote
72-credit
74-kings
76-confession
78-magnet
80-happen
82-chronic
84-lost
86-permanent
88-who's
90-reinvent
92-despite
94-is leaving
96-sting
98-army
100-makes
102-man-made lake
104-run

Wide
Must
Wouldn't have gone
On
Was
Produces
Going
In which
Hearing
Will have been found
Not to
Procession
Remember
Leak
Found
Couple
Written
Identity
Spies
Profession
Monument
Happened
Diabetic
Gained/put on
Permanently
Whose
Recycle
Although
Leaves
Stung
Government
Gives
Man-made lakes
Will have run
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105-killed
107-raise
109-turpentine
111-much
113-doing
115-had he been
117-who
119-who

Played
Rise
Toothpaste
Often
To do
He had been
Whose
Whose

106-humane
108-well
110-arrive
112-minutes
114-profession
116-invention
118-trademarks
120-making

Human
Will
Arrival
Minute
Procession
Exploration
Landmarks
doing

Complete the following sentences:
1-drive/power
5-reduce/cut down
9-pen name
13-queues
17-superstition

2-recyclable
6-allowed
10-spokes
14-Spaceships
18-expand

21-Having
25-group
29-captured/killed
33-drought
37-midwife
41-repaired
45-take
49-took
53-sensing
57-historical events
61-in
65-arguing/fighting

22-perform
26-carved
30-food factory
34-counting
38-vet
42-front
46-leader
50-objects
54-paper
58-drive away
62-degree
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3-before

4-many
7-advocate/supporter 8-because of the
12-*amazing/interesting
11-converts
15-lunar
16-common
19-produced
20-He had been
writing
23-mysterious
24-own
27-water
28-some/useful
31-sap
32-year
35-chemical
36-nutrients
39-at
40-donated
43-see
44-ends
47-demonstartion
48-as
51-recovered
52-glider
55-soaked
56-store (a lot of)
59-Americans
60-celebrate
63-retire
64-courage/bravery
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"Successful people can't relax in chairs;
they relax in work;
they sleep with a dream,
awake with commitment ....
and work towards a goal.
That's the spirit of life."

Welcome to my Facebook groups:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/englishbooksforall/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/englishforalllearners/
Best Wishes
Essam H. Wahba
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